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Rev. IL W. Johnsen
Pastor id the Riverside Baptist Church, Cax Creek, Ky., the
Rev. R. W. Johnson will be
vangellst for a revival to be
conducted at the Crider Baptist
Church, August 23 to September
1
) the Rev. Shirley DoBell, pastor, announces. Luther Barnes
will be sang leader.
Mr. Johnson was ordained at
Central Baptist Church, Miami.
Fla., Aug. 15, 1937. He was tenor
soloist on Baptist Steeple Chimes
program 4 years and pastor of
the North Miami Baptist Church
g years, before he went to the
seminary at Louisville, where he
has completed 3 years of trainneg.
The public is invited to attend
the services, at 10:45 o'clock
morning and 7:45 at night, daily

Barkley To Make
3State Speeches

• men It needs via the
Cooper Has No Assurmethod,
tion will begin here
ance Dewey Or Warren
., Aug 30, for men born
Coming To Ky.
Aug. 30. 1922. Registration
Democratic spokesmen said at
proceed as follows: Aug.
1, for men born in 1925. Louisville Tmesday they had
for men born in 1924, been given to understand by the
el, for men born in 1925'. National Committee that Sen.
8-9, for men born in 1926. Alben 'W. Barkley, Paducah,
0-11, for men born in 1927.
nominee for Vice President, will
11-14,for men born in 1928.
in
1S-16,for MEM born in 1929. make .at least three speeches
17-18, for men born before Kentucky.
IL 1930.
It was believed the Democramen whose birth dates ap- tic State campaign will be openabove are required to
ed at Paducah or Mayfield. Date
, Mr. Young said, but
.and place for the formal open• will not be inducted
ing awaits word from Barkley,
time. Veterans are rewho is in the east for a series
to bring their discharge
of conferences with members
with them when thee
of the National Campaign Com77, register, he said.
mittee. The date is expected to
77y Judge Clyde Wood
be sometime in September.
e had received no official
Batieley also may speak in
the names of citizens
Louisville and in eastern Kenii serve as members of
tucky, probably at Pikeville, it
Selective Service Board
was indicated by a party spokes. Young said he has no
man.
.e of this either.
Lt. Gov. Lawrence Wetherby
Gregory, chairman of the
has appointed seven Democratic
11 County Selective Seraides to moist him in a statewide
rd when World War II
registration drive. Rep. Noble
was asked to serve again
Gregory, Mayfield, was named
lined. W. C. Sparks, a
First District chairman.
of that board, said he
Sen. John S. Cooper said he
t been requested to serve
had not been given assurance
Roy Rowland, third metrothat either the presidential or
the WWII board, said he
vice presidential candidate for
declined to serve again.
would
the Republican party
speak in Kentucky before the
To Defer Draft
general election, Nov. 2.

ITC Students
-- AP —

AY, AUG. 19.20
BERS OF LOVE,
HATEI
E FIRE OF

Evangelist For
Crider Revival

.. For
To Selective
Office
Announced

•ell county's draft board,
roe also in registering
men of Lyon and Critcounties, had not been
'y named this week but
Young. former chief
of the Selective Service
filth here, has accepted
, position in the new
m, he said Monday.
„eats of area draft board
personnel will be held
,Jnville today, on call of
eassell, State Selective
director, to discuss prob.
ennected with the new
ton of men to serve in
, y and the Army Air
The Navy expects to ob-

College
71 who were enrolled in
rve Officer Training
before June 24, 1948, will
scally be deferred from
draft until after cornthe course, the Army
' Force announced jointmust remain in good
' in their military and
work.
''my has an ROTC quo- 800 and the Air Force
40.800 These quotas are
'f.1 among 219 Colleges
versifies.
eligible for deferment,
71' students must agree
a commission in the
Air Force, if and when
and to serve not less
•• years on active duty as
subject to call by the
• of the Army or Air
n whichever branch he
es
commission.
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Armstrong To Supervise
Fruit At Kentucky Fair
W. D. Armstrong, State horticulturist, will again 'be superintendent of fruit exhibits at
the Kentucky State Fair, Sept.
12-18, the Experiment Substation here said. He will take Hill
Sparks and Paul Cunningham
with him as assistants. Some
fruit from the substation is expected to be included in the ez
hibits at the Fair.

Bill's Auto Store Is
Purchased By McConnell

Bill's Auto Associate Store,
formerly owned by George D.
Hill, has been sold to Harold
-Sam" McConnell, it was announced this week. Mr. McConnell said the store will be under
management of Oreille Strong,
while he continued to serve as
superintendent of City Public
Works. Mr. Hill, a retired railroader, expects to return to the
..rt For First
private practice of civil engiGrid Practice
neering, specializing in property
Butler Tigers football management, he said this week.
held its first practice of
•! Monday night with
Mission To
eldates present. Perkins Preaching
e. assistant coach, said Be Held At Fredonia
candidates were absent
A preaching mission will beof sickness and for gin Sunday night, Agu. 22, at
reasons The team is light the First Presbyterian Church,
s to have retained Fredonia, with the Rev. Paul M.
of last year's epeed, he Vandegriff, of East Orange, N.
e first practice consist- J., as speaker and the pastor.
sunning and limbering-tie' The Rev. Donald Deanei, as-. followed by elemen- sisting. The public is invited.
be held each
ruction in handling the Services will
night at 8 o'clock.

Service Stations Will
Check Lights Of Cars

ii;t:"'"ift■RBusinessmen To Push
Labor Survey In Area

Frankfort
Kentucky State
Police Commissioner Guthrie F.
Crowe, in co-operation with the
Kentucky Petroleum Marketers'
Association and Kentucky Automobile Dealers' Association, has
asked assistance of service stations and automobile dealers in
a campaien to correct faulty
lights on vehicles.
Herbert L. Clay, Louisville,
secretary of the Kentucky Petroleum Marketers' Association,
retary of the Kentucky Automoand Lew Ullrich, Louisville, secbile Dealers' Association, have
pledged full
co-operation of
their respective organizations in
the campaign.
Service stations and garages

will ask customer's permission
to check lights and make nece
sary repairs to vehicles. After
this has been done for a short
time, the State Police will begin
an enforcement campaign against
motorists with faulty lights.
program..
"Success of the
said Commissioner Crowe, "d,
pends upon the full co-operatie
of the driving public. We al.
striving to attain the utmost cc .
operation of all."
•
Accident recrods, Crowe add- I e
ed, show that rear-end collision'
comprise a major percentage
accidents on the highways, larie
ly caused by vehicles with fau.
ty headlights and no tail lights.

Fire Prevention
To Be Stressed

Murray President Is
Kiwanis Club Speaker

Kercheval Heads Committee For Annual
Campaign Here
Appointment of a committee
to arrange for the observance
of Fire Prevention Week was
urged in a letter from Gov.
Earle C. Clements, read at Monday night's Council meeting.
Fire Prevention Week will be
cbserved early in October. Fire
Chief C. E. Kercheval was appointed chairman of the committee with authority to name
other members.
Upon • advice of J. Gordon Lisanby, special attorney representing the city, it was decided
to institute proseeetion for violating a city ordinance rather
than file an injunction suit
against erection of a fence, or
building, on S. Cave street and
Varmint Trace in violation of
an ordinance enacted 2 years
ago. Warrants have been issued
in the prosecution and the case
will come to trial in police court
this week.
A record yield from street
parking meters was reported for
last week, with an aggregate of
$141.36. Sale of 625 city licenses
for motor vehicles for 1948 was
reported.
The session was attended by
Councilmen Denham,Jake, Wadlington and Stone, Mayor W. L.
Cash presiding.

4-H Campers To
heave Tuesday
Invited To See
Visitors
Project At Murray
State College

The 32 4-Hers who plan to
attend Camp at Murray August
24-28, will leave from the courthouse promptly at 1 o'clock
Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 24.
Registration at the camp will
start at 2 o'clock and assembly
and organization of tribes will
begin at 4.
It is necessary that those who
plan to swim have a written
permit from parents and a
health certificate.
Scheduled calsses and athletic activities will fill the days.
Vesper services will be held
each night and will be followed
by a get acquainted program,
Tuesday; gam es Wednesday
night; stunts, Thursday night.
Visitors are invited to attend
the candle lighting service Friday night.
Mrs. Guy Shoulders, county
Homemakers
leader of
4-H
clubs, Home Agent Wilma Vandiver and R. A. Mabry, county
agent, will accompany the 4-11
girls and boys to the camp.

Registration Books
Are Open To Voters
Registration books are open
for new voters at County Clerk
Philip Stevens office in the
will remain
courthouse and
open until Friday, Sept. 3, 59
days before the • November general election Citizens who have
moved from their precincts os
who have become of voting age
since the last election can become eligible to vote in November by going to the county
clerk's 'office and registering
during this period.

Home From Hospital

Babe Ruth
Dr. Ralph Woods, recently a
United
the
of
emissary
special
States government to Greece
and president of Murray State
College, was guest speaker at
Wednesday's meeting of the Ki
wanis Club. He told of the US
Baseball's Most Colorefforts to help preserve de- ful Star Dies Of
mocracy in Greece and said the
Throat Cancer
outlook for the Greek governAS•OCIATtO
ment to prevail over the comNew York -- A black and gray
munists now appears excellent.
His talk was pronounced in- hearse moved slowly into Yanspiring and highly informative kee Stadium last Tuesday bringing Babe Ruth back to the scene
by his hearers.
of his triumphs.
Hundreds of Ruth's admirers
James Beesley Wins
watched silently as a mahogany
Honors At Purdue
James Beesley, son of Mr. casket bearing the body of baseJ. R. Beesley of Princeton, was ball's home run king was lifted
among the 22 Kentucky stu- from the hearse and placed in
dents to win honors on the dis- the stadium's rotunda against a
tinguished student list at Pur- background of potted palms, to
due University for the second lie in state until Wednesday
semester of the last yew. To night. The funeral was schedulwin this honor, a student must ed to be held Thursday mornhave attained a grade-point in- ing.
Atop the casket was a single
dex average of five or better
American
Beauty
in all subjects carried during spray of
roses.
the semester.
Ruth had come home to Yankee Stadium, there to rest until
Regulars Lose Close
Wednesday night while thousands visited the bier for a final
Game,2 To 1, Sunday
Bib Claude (Red) Willough- tribute A• their idol.
The body of Ruth, who died in
by pitched and batted Aerno to
a 2-1 victory over an alert New York City's Memorial CenPrinceton nine at Almo Sunday ter for Cancer and Allied Diseases after an illness of nearly 2
afternoon.
The win kept the Calloway years, was borne into the rocountians in a deadlock for first tunda by eight pallbearers.
He died of a throat cancer.
place in the eastern division.
Willoughby let the Caldwell
nine down with one hit ard
whifTed nine batsmen. The Almo
club had a fight on its hands all
the way. Cunningham allowed
the winners six safe blows, and
kept hits well scatteied.
Music Supervisor's Post
Princeton's only run came as
Jack Giannini
Filled;
Catcher
walk.
the result of a
Morgan chalked up the tally.
To Teach Science
Almo scored in the third and
At a meeting of the City
fourth. Jackson batted Hillman Board of Education • Tuesday
Lyons across the plate for the night, the resignation of James
initial win and Haley hit safely Kirkwood, Bowling Green, as
to score Willoughby for the science teacher at Butler High
other marker.
School was accepted and Jack
Willoughby got three blows Giannini, Jr., was elected to the
hitting.
Almo
the
to lead
post.
R.H.E.
Score by innings:
Giannini, a Princetonian, was
001 100 00x--2 9 2 graduated in June from the UniAlmo
001 000 000-1 1 1 versity of Kentucky, Lexington.
Princeton
Miss Nancy Stowers, Bluefield,
-W. Va., a graduate of Hollins
Deer Hunting Dates
College, Hollins, Va., was elected
Set For Kentucky
public school music instructor.
Frankfort — AP — The Game
Supt. C. T. Pollard reports the
and Fish Commission, at its school budget and salaries were
day, set deer season dates for approved for the year. Next regregular quarterly meeting, Mon- ular board meeting will be held
Kentucky.
September 14.
It ruled that deer may be
Two vacancies remained in the
both
4,
Dec.
hunted Nov. 20 to
Eastside School faculty, Mr. Poldates inclusive, with bow and lard said.
arrow, and Nov. 27 to Dec. 4
with shotguns. Only antler bucks
Caldwell Girl Receives
may be taken.
Degree In Commerce
In addition to the regular $3
Louise Travis, daughter of
hunting license, hunters must Mrs. 3. C. Travis, Route 3, and
take out a special $5 deer hunt- a graduate of Cobb High School,
ing permit.
has been awarded an AB degree

fandom Mourns
Death Of 'Babe'

2,New Teachers
Named By Board

Dr. Lyon Becomes
Welfare Commissioner
By State Commission
Frankfort — AP — Dr. Addie Montfort Lyon, 60, a native
of Roscoe in Elliott county, was
sworn in Monday as acting State
Welfare Commissioner.
He replaces Dr. Arthur Y.
Lloyd, who resigned recently to
'become executive director of
the new Legislative Research
pay
jobs
Commission. Both
$5,000 a year.
A graduate of the University
of Louisville Medical School, Dr.
Lyon has worked almost•continuously since 1926 for the Wel
fare Department. In 1941, he
become director of hospitals and
mental hygiene. As commissioner, he will continue to hold the
hospitals' direclifirship.

Miss Busch Cummins returned to her home on Grace street
Friday after an illness of two
weeks in the Princeton Hospital, where she was treated for
a bronichal ailment and unMr. and Mrs William Pickerderwent a minor operation. Her
ing and daughter, Poppy, were
condition is reported to be sat- visitors at Mammoth Cave severisfactory.
al days last week.

in Teacher Training at the Bowling Green College of Commerce,
it is announced this week.

Oliver Infant Undergoes
Major Operation
Robert Michael, 10-months'-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Oliver,
Green street, returned home
Monday from Riverside Hospital, following a major operation. His condition is reported
to be satisfactory.

Fire Destroys Dwelling
Fire virtually destroyed the
house of Mrs. Martha Day, outside the city limits off the Madisonville road. at 7:30 Sunday
night. Fire Chief Kercheval estimated the loss at between 80
and 90 percent of the property's

value.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gaddie,
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Mrs. Senile
Moore and Miss Ma Nall attended services at the First
Christian Church in Paducah
, morning.
Sonde)

WCIF Donates 15 Minutes
To Help Labor Sign-Up
Princeton businessmen will
discuss the labor survey under way here in an effort to
bring a large light metals
manufacturing plant to this
community in a 15-minute
broadcast over Radio Station
WCIIF, Madisonville, Sunday afternoon, Aug. 22, from
1 to 1:15 o'clock, Eugene
Williamson, publicity chairman, said Wednesday. The
radio time has been donated
by the station, F. E. Lackey,
mayor of Hopkinsvitic, and
co-owner of WCIF, having
made this gesture of good
will to Princeton through
Sam Steger, chairman of the
Industrial sub-committee of
the Citizens Committee. Tune
in WCIF Sunday at 1 o'clock
to hear the start of the registration camp ai g n, Mr.
Steger aad Mr. Williamson
urge.

Financial Campaign Is Over-Subscribed In One
Day; Newspapers, Radio Stations, Sound Cars
To Aid Registration Of Workers; 4,000 Needed To
Qualify Pfinceton For Big New Industrial Plant

With preliminaries taken care this committee, other members
of and newspaper advertising being R. S. Jacob, Dick Morgan,
appearing over the section in- W. L. Mays, Glenn Farmer, Lee
volved this week, groups of Cardin, Clyde Kercheval, Bill
Princeton businessmen, work- Hodge, Dr. Elwood Cook, John
ing in cooperation with the Cit- E. Young, Howard McConnell,
izens Cominitte, will begin the Ralph Randolph, Hillery Bartask of taking a comprehensive
nett and Burhl Hollowell.
labor survey in the 40-mile
The manpower committee is
radius of this city next Monday
morning, in the hope of bring- comprised by R. S. Gregory,
ing a big, newlight metal. man- chairman, and Fred Jake and
Mary Wilson Eldred.
ufacturing plant here.
Registration of persons who
In addition to the newspaper
for
appeals for workers to register, will indicate their desire
radio stations in the towns employment in the new factory.
which will cover the affected which may come to Princeton if
area, sound cars visiting each all conditions are met, will be
of the towns prior to the regis- conducted in the K. U. office
tration there, some 28,000 pieces here Monday, Tuesday and Wedof mail and other means will be nesday, Aug. 23, 24 and 25. In
employed to attract as large a other towns of the area as folsign-up as possible, Eugene Wil- lows:
Eddyville, courthouse, Thursliamson, chairman for publicity,
said this week. Others on this day and Friday, Aug. 26-27.
-1 committee are Merle Drain, J. Cadiz, County courtroom,
Telephone Co. And K. U. W. Creasey, Thos. J. Simmons Thursday and Friday, Aug. 26-27.
office,
Madisonville, USES
and Julian Littlepage.
Given Tax Increases
Main street, Monday and Tuesobto
campaign,
financial
A
for
Assessments
Frankfort —
tain donations of money from day, Aug. 30-31.
1948 taxes, made final by the
Dawson Springs, K. U. ofhere, to be used to defray exKentucky Tax Commission, penses of the labor survey and fice, Monday, Aug. 30.
Hopkinsville, 708 S. Virginia
showed Wednesday that:
business and professional people
Sept. 1-2.
street,
Citizens
the
expenses
other
1. Southern Bell Telephone &
Elkton, courthouse, Sept 1-2.
Telegraph Company's valuation Committee may later incur, was
Marion, K.U. Office, Sept. 1-2.
is $2,475,000 higher than last conducted Monday, resulting in
Sturgis, K.U. Office, Aug. 28
a total subscription of more
year.
Fredonia, Legion Hall, Aug. 2",2. American Telephone & Tel- than $2,000, which was in excess
Providence, City Hall, Aug.
quota
Leadthe
The
of
assigned,
egraph Company has been in23, 24 and 25.
er
is
advised.
creased $150,000.
Sound oars, with members of
Joe P. Wilcox is chairman of
3. Kentucky Utilities Comthe publicity committee doing
pany's assessment is $5,900,000
the talking, under supervision
higher.
of Julian Littlepage, will tour
Besides States taxes, Southern
the cities and towns of the area
Bell trays county, cityy and
in advance of registration dates
school taxes in 96 counties where
scheduled in each, Mr. Williamit operates. Its parent company.
son
Radiocasts urging
aaid.
Two New Instructors
A. T. de T., pays local taxes in
workers to register at the place
Added To GI Veterans' most convenient to each and
72 counties. K. U. pays local tax
bills in 79 counties.
giving dates, will start two days
Program Here
Caldwell countyy will have prior to registration days in
four classes in GI on-farm-train ./
Licenses Required For
k•
ing starting September 1, instead
In
Jaycees
$200
Donate
Motor-Bikes, Clerk Says
of only two, as formerly.
Children between the .iges of
Labor Survey Campaign
The classes will be taught by
14 and 16 are now required to
The
Princeton
Junior
Hubbard, Wood Hollopurchase drivers' licenses for Charles
Chamber of Commerce, by
way, present instructors, and Romotor-bikes of not less than 5
vote of its members, sent
bert E. Hawkins and Roy Anh.p., it was announced this week
the financial campaign for
Jr., newcomers to this
by Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit derson,
funds with which to conduct
Mr. Hawkins has recently
court clerk. Examinations will field.
the labor survey here and
a
agriculcompleted
in
course
be given, she said, by a highway
in nearby cities and towns
at Western State College
ture
patrol examiner and applicaoff to a flying start . . . by
finish a
tions must be signed by parents. and Mr. Anderson will
donating $200 cash. It is resimilar course at Murray State
membered the Jaycees also
College this week, reporting for
made a very important doWins Ribbon For Entry
duty Monday, Aug. 25.
nation to the new hospital
Classes will meet separately
In liville Flower Show
campaign, when they kicked
Mrs. Charles Geiger spent last each week and jointly Saturday
in more than $4.300, net from
weekend in Louisville seeing the mornings at the Fredonia High
their
football
promotion,
play, "The Great Waltz", and School. Instructors visit each
in 1946.
attending the August meeting of veteran-farmer on 'his farm
the Beechmont Garden Club twice each month, to inspect his
to supervise the towns nearest each station.
where she was awarded a red work and
"We feel this labor survey is
ribbon for an arrangement of program.
well worth the time, effort and
marigolds. Mrs. David B. Honmoney it will take," Sam Steger,
aker, president of the Kentucky State 1948 Lamb Crop
chairman of the Industrial subGarden Club, was guest speaker
Estimated At 731,000
committee of the Citizens Comand judge of flower show.
Louisville — AP — The U. S. mittee, said this week. "Even
Department of Agriculture esti- (ho we might not get the big
Red Cross Executives
mates Kentucky's 1948 lamb plant we are trying for now".
crop at 731,000, compared to he continued, "it seems certain
Hold Monthly Meeting
that with big industries desiring
The regular monthly meeting 704,000 last year.
The number of ewes one-year- to re-centralize their manufactof the executive committee of
the Caldwell County Chapter, old and up on Kentucky farms uring operations and the abundAmerican Red Cross, was held last Jan. 1 was estimated at ant supply of natural gas we
will have, together with plenty
at the Farmers National Bank 647,000.
The national lamb crop this of electrical power, Princeton
Thursday, Aug. 12, with Gordon
year was estimated at 20,467,000 will obtain a new industry in
Lisanby, chairman, presiding.
Attending were J. E. Neel, the or about eight percent lower the near -future. The facts we
learn in the. present survey will
vice chairman and publicity di- than last year.
be valuable to us in the future
rector; John 0. McKinney; treasMrs. W. S. Denham and daugh- and will obviate doing this
urer, Virginia Morgan; secreMr.
and
Childress
E.
A.
Mrs.
ter,
tary, Mrs. Frimk Wylie, Gray Childress left Monday for a work again the next time a
Ladies' Chairman, and Mrs. Tom trip through the Great Smokey concern becomes interested in
Princeton," he concluded.
Cash, executive secretary.
Mountains.

County To Have
4 Farm Classes

New System Urged In Rural Schools
To Give Lure To Country, Not Cities
Rural schools in the United
States and Canada have done
such a successful job in preparing students to go to the big
cities that emphasis should now
be switched to training youth
to appreciate the country and
devise means to improve rural
life.
This was the decision reached recently at the annual work
conference on the organizatino
and administration of rural' education at Teachers College,
Columbia University. Twentyfive county superintendents and
other school personnel from rural areas in the United States
and Canada participated.
Farm boys and girls continue
to flock td urban areas, the educa.ors renorted, because voca-

tional opportunities in small
communities are not being properly interpreted or developed.
Increasing decentralization
of
industry, they said, makes training in up-to-date trades possi ble and desirable through a
country-wide training program
in diversified occupations.
The group endorsed proposals
to reorganize school administrative units. They said if larger areas pooled their resources
they would be able to stretch
their funds and facilities and offer richer programs. Such an
intermediate unit as the county,
they maintained, could provide
see
vocational education,
vices echosl supervishn and educational leadership fr all Its
schools.
To stem the lncrea! • -

of long distance transportation
of pupils, the workshop suggested training high school students
as drivers, provision of adequate
public liability and property
damage insurance at minimum
rates and cooperative purchase
of buses with state assistance.
They also considered the possibility of county or intermediate
ownership, maintenance and repair of fleets of buses.
Some form of Federal aid
education was proposed by the
group as a means toward more
funds among states. They endequal distribution
of public
ed their resoultion as follows:
"It is very urgent that the Congress establish Federal funds
for raising the standards of 441••-s5tnn in the eoerer states."
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Blind Corners Dangerous Here
•A small gesture in the right direction
was made by the City Council last week
when it moved to prevent erection of a
fence which would make another blind
corner for traffic in Princeton; but a
great deal more is needed.
All over town we have these blind corners . . . where *fences, buildings, hedges and other more or less solid blocs
prevent persons driving motor vehicles
from seeing traffic coming their way
intersections.
We are a live-and-let-live people, so
anxious to obviate frictions, and especially to have cordial relationships with our
neighbors, that we tolerate almost any
inconvenience, yes and even grave hazards to life and limb, in order not to provoke ill feeling. This can lead to tragedy,
and certainly will, unless we move along
the route blazed by the Council last week.
Princeton is growing; and the number

of vehicles here, especially motorized conveyances, is rapidly increasing. The old
ways no longer provide a modicum of
safety to those who drive in Princeton
. . so the old order needs must give
way to the new.
At once we should invoke the aid of
our city and highway police to prevent
parking cars too close to intersections,
another grave hazard here in Princeton;
and then some fences should come down,
hedges should be cut low enough to permit vision over them from drivers' seats
or better still, removed where they endenger lives and property.
No matter how much we love the old
ways and the traditional habits of yesteryear, we who live in Princeton must step
forward with changes brought to us by
the machince age; or we shall induitably
regret it.

Real Community Loss
The communit• . . b u t especially
business and professional men who have
come into frequent contact with Tom McConnell, will suffer a very real loss when
this gentleman removes from Princeton
to Madisonville, about September 1.
Tom, suffering as he does from a physical handicap that would render most
of us petulant, disagreeable and hence,
hard to get along with, is a source of inspiration and an example in human conduct that is inspiring, to say the least;
and his often heard joking references to
his infirmities invoke admiration for his
great intestinal fortitude.
Always good humored, geniaf and hear-

ty, Tom McConnell is everybody's friend.
He has done a man's job exceedingly well
and carried a load of work . . . as well
as of suffering, from which many would
have turned aside as beyond their
capacities.
His conduct of his job has won the respect and admiration of the business
people of this community and of the
newspaper folk who know him, including
every member of the Leader's staff.
We join in wishing Tom McConnell and
Lowell Davis, a good printer, abundant
success in their new venture; and will
take leave of our neighbor editor with
very real regret.
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By G.M.P.

"YOU-ALL IS PLURAL
Come all of you from other
parts,
Both city folks and rural,
And listen while I tell you this•
The word "You-all" is plural.
When we say "You-all" come
down
Or "We-all shall be lonely;
We mean a dozen folks, perhaps.
And not one person only.
If I should say to Hiram Jones
For instance, "You-all's lazy
Or, "Will you-all lend me your
knife?
He'd think that I was crazy.
Now if you'd be more sociable
And with us more often mingle,
You'd find that in the native
tongue
You-all is never single.
Don't think I mean to criticize,
Or act as if I know all;
But when we speak of one alone,
We-all say "You" like you-all.
(SNPA Bulletin)
*
*
*
Hyla Mohon, an enthusiastic
farmer these days, brought me
a giant sweet pepper and four
ears of corn Monday morning.
The corn had no worms, because,
Hyla said, he sprays to prevent
them.
,
* * *
The former district telephone
boss said he is gonna have a
unique trip soon, flying to Pensacola, Fla., with Johnny Sims,
then flying to a U. S. carrier
and taking a two weeks' cruise
on the latter . as the guest
of the Aeronautical Association,
for
which
son-in-law
Sims

works. Hyla is as full of vigor as
a man half his age and seems to
enjoy life immensely.
*
*
*
The Ohio movement to put
women on the new draft boards
seems to me to have merit. The
women, bless 'em, suffer most
when boys are drafted, would
gain new insight into the whys
of a draft army, might be won
over to universal conscription
. . . the only really effective way
a democracy has to meet and
perhaps forestall the big dictator nations.
* *
*
Night Supervisor at the Jennie Stuart Hospital is Mrs. Joe
Hanson, the former Charlene
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. "Cowboy" Jones. Cowboy was newspaperman here
for a good many years but is
now a federal employe at Camp
Campbell. Charlene has been
mightly good to our boy David,
who hopes to come home pretty
soon.
*
*
*
US Steel News for July, a
copy of which has jult been
sent me by Ken Johnsfon, superintendent of the big fluorspar mines in Crittenden county, has an excellent article entitled Crystals From Mexico
. . . which is about fluorspar
and the mines at Mexico, Ky.
Highly informative, this is the
best thing I have ever read
about the industry which means
so much to this section. If in-

may

bbrrow the

'ss
The Elizabethtown News says
more people are interested in the
gravy train and the Freedom
Train.
*
*
*
Fully 75 percent of US street
lights are obsolete, authorities
warn. They estimate 10,000 lives
are lost and $500,000 property
damage done annually due to
traffic accidents caused by poor
visibility on streets at night. We
suffer from this trouble here;
also, from lack of traffic lights
at a few busy intersections.
*
*
*
The Somerset Journal carries
the mollowing explanation of
what causes the bad earjhquakes
in Japan:
A giant catfish lives underground, the Japanese explain.
When he is angry and wriggles,
there is an earthquake. On June
28, 1948 he wriggled four times
within half an hour. Nine tidal
waves erased over the western
coast of Honshu. The Tokyo
newspaper Mainichi called the
tremors "as severe as Japan's
1923 earthquake," which cost
143,000 lives. Tokyo was shaken
but undamaged. But Fukui, to
the west, was "virtually wiped
out," its mills destroyed and 52,000 inhabitants left homeless by
fires that raged for more than
six hours.
*
*
*
An experienced political ob
server here said, regarding Joh:,
Y. Brown having carried tho
county, that the helicopter advertised this candidate so well
he picked up a good many votes.
Of course we know it pays to
advertise.
*
*
*
Conie Lowry says all the
peaches are about gone from the

Experiment station trees. Elbertas are the only kind grown
In commercial quantity the boss
man laid, but "dribbles" of
other varieties have been coming on out there for two month.;
. . . and these also are playing
out. The Kentucky peach crop
was right good this year.
*
*
*
For the first time since thia
observer lit here, no cars hauled
voters to the polls in the primary election and if any candidate had a fotmal organization,
or a campeign chairman in Caldwell county, he kept it a secret
from us. L have always thought
it a sad commentary upon citizenship that voters must be called for, delivered at the polls
end then taken home, in order
to get them to cast their ballots.
This seems to me to be the entering wedge for loss of liberty,
encouraging political dictatorship: but it is a long established
practice in Kentucky, hence Cartdidates and their most interested
backers usually put up funds
for cars.
*
*
*
Midway, a little town of 1,000
population between Frankfort
and Lexington, has two fire
trucks. Yet Princeton, with six
times as many people, has only
one; and not much has been ac•
complished in Chief Clyde Kercheval's move to get a second
truck, to provide more protection in town and to serve homes
in the county. Why is this?
•
By pushing their trunks up
above the surface of the water
and breathing through them, elephants can walk on the bottom
of a river.
• • •
Penguins cannot fly, but undoubtedly are descended from
birds that could fly.
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Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
cleanup job would cost $2,000. Editor WilWith a population of only about 950 son suggested
that they made $3,000
Irevington is blessed with two enterpris- their goal
to make it easier to raise
ing service clubs that work together $2,000.
The drive collected nearly $4,000.
practically all the time, the Rotary Club
So
when
the cemetery is beautified and
and the Parent-Teachers' Association.
plenty
of
gravel roads through it are
And what has been achieved in the last
4 or 5 years under the sponsorship and built, there will be surplus money for
leadership of the two organizations puts other civic projects if the donors give
Irvington on the hon or roll for com- their consent.
I mustn't overlook the Irvington High
munity prgress. If the Committee for
Kentucky ever gets around to bestowing School Alumni Association, one of the
medals on towns for civic achievements, few small community organizations of its
I'm going to be present to nominate kind in the state. It has contributed
many conveniences to the school, such as
Irvington.
The town's fine school was one-third a new stage curtain and replacement of
of a mile west of U. S. 60. There was no many trophieg burned when fire took the
sidewalk, so the children had to use the old frame school house ten years ago.
Another notable item. This is wholeroad, which was dangerous, of course.
The Rotary Club said something had to heartedd cooperation between whites and
be done about it. There was a plan to ha :e colored People in community affairs. "If
the municipality do it, but somebody in we need their help," said Mrs. Wilson,
the club hit upon a better idea. The State "they are ready to do what they can. If
Highway Department was asked to help. they need help from us, we give the help."
The department agreed to build the side•
walk if the community would give th2
right of way. The Rotary Club got the
strip of ground, which had to be sheared
Compare one of the noblest vehicles
off many home lots. In this the P. T. A.
for the diffusion of thought with the
worked side by side with the Rotarians.
Back of the school there was a good newspaper, and we may gain a faint
sized gullied field used mainly as a rub- glimpse of the ubiquitous power of the
bishd dump. Bushes, briars and broom latter. The orator speaks to a few hunsedge completed the picture. The play- dreds; the newspaper addresses thousands. The words of the orator may die on
ground was a feeble pretense. There was
hardly any parking space. This was not the air; the language of the newspaper
a problem. It was a job. And the Rotar- is stamped on tables imperishable as marians and the P. T. A. went to work. They ble. The arguments of the orator may folhad a bulldozer level the ground. Then a low each other so rapidly that the majorbaseball ground was surveyed and a ity of the audience may struggle in a net
grandstand was ebuilt. In -another cor- of ratiocination; the reasonings of the
ner of the area a softball diamond was newspaper may be scanned without a fear
set up, with bacekstop, benches and of preplexity. The passion of the orator
everything. That was last year. This year inflames an assembly; the feelings of the
all the school grounds have been land- newspaper electrifies a continent. The
scaped. Now the Rotary Club is going orator is for an edifice; the newspaper
to provide floodlights for night games, for a world—the one shines for an hour;
the other glows for all time. The orator
baseball, softball. football,
The Irvington P. T. A. has spent lib- may be compared to the lightning, which
erally for equipment for a school lunch flashes over a valley for a moment, but
room, buying a piano and many other to leave it again in darkness; the newsthings the school needed. About 300 chil- paper to a sun, blazing steadily over
dren eat in the school lunch room. Dur- whole earth and fixed on a basis of its
ing a recent drop-in visit to the Irvint- own eternity.—Anonymous.
•
ton Herald office, I asked Mr. and Mrs.
When the aluminum cap on the WashGeorge N. Wilson, editor and associate
editor, respectively, how the two service ington Monument in Washington, D. C.,
clubs raised money to pay for the things was put in place in 1884, aluminum was a
done at the school. They said the P. T. A. rare metal.
•
raised money mainly by serving Rotary
The cornerstone of the Washington
dinners during school months, and the
Rotarians got direct contributions in Monument in Washington, D. C., was laid
July 4, 1848.
cash.
Speaking of raising cash, a couple of
•
years ago Irvingtonians got ashamed of
I The Amazon receives' its name from a
their cemetery, which was a public re- tribe of female warriors who were said to
pository for the dead but whose owner- live on its banks.
ship nobody acknowledged. The Rotar•
ians sponsored a plan to buy the cemeThe holes in Swiss cheese are produced
tery in the name of the municipality and by the liberation of gases generated durdejungle it. Civic leaders figuA.d the ing the fermentation.
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and , Tom, the piper's son,
Learned to drive when he was uoung,
Now he drives safelu everg day,
Over the bills and far away.
F ff-...esegaU'
Tom's A-B-C's mean Always Be Careful. A high school
training course has made him a
far safer driver than those who learn the "hit or miss"
way.
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All young drivers deserve that chance—without it
they cause eleven times more
fatal accidents than drivers in their forties.
Many high schools now offer behind-the-wheel
instruction. If there is no driver
training course in your community, do the next best.
Get instruction material tin vugh
your school or police department.
Start young drivers right—right from the start!
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Contributed in the public interest by

BODENHAMER'S
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
STEWART OIL CO.
PRINCETON CREAMERY

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
CORNER DRUG STORE
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
DOT'S DRIVE-1N
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1HE GARDEN
JOHN B. LiARONkk
Kentucky College of Agriculture
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Fall garden planting is a progressive affair that ends only
with frost. The main crops are
greens and table turnips, sown
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To Simple Mixture

Drive Carefully

Frankfurt - A total of 1 822
Department of Highways automobiles and trucks were operated over 4,569,565 miles of Kentucky roads with 64 reported accidents during the three-month
period ending June 30, the Division of Safety reports.
The division's report listed
the average damage for each accident as $70.87. A total of 103
accidents of all types resulted
In personal injuryy. The department employs 4,923 persons.
-This report is most pleasing
to all of us," commented Safety
Director T. B. Smith. "We feel
that careful driving by department employes will return
splendid dividends in public good
will. The work of the division is
being directed toward a distinctive safety record.
"Seven of the nine highway
districts had no automobile accidents during this period and the
relatively few truck accidents
recorded indicated great care in
driving. Three districts came
through with only one accident
For fast travel on ice, a penin 100,000 miles. The lowest of guin slides on its stomach, prothese records was one accident pelling itself with its feet and
for each 41,000 miles of driving." flippers.

at weekly intervals as earlier
crops get out of the way. Just
which planting date is right depends on the weather and the
black fleabeetle. For this insect,
DDT is a perfect control, but to
make spraying or dusting posbe
sible, row-sowing should
done. Gardeners whose space is
limited may well keep this in
mind. DDT comes in 3 perceet
and 5 percent dust, or the 10
percent "wettable" form may be
used in a spray, one level tablespoon a gallon of water. The critical time is while the seedlings
are at the "heart-shaped leaf"
stage, before the first rough
leaves show.
The greens are kale, mustard,
turnip tops and spinach. The
best kale variety is Siberian,
winter-hardy, and if harvested
SETS OLYMPIC MARK IN WEIGHT-LIFTING-J. N. de Pietro
leaf by leaf and leaving the
(above) of Patterson, N. J., smallest of U. S. Olympic weight-lifters, raises weights high above his head in London as he set a new central bud, will make early kale
Olympic and world record in bantam weight class with a total of next spring. Southern Curled is
2 pounds. de Pietro was holder of previous world record with the popular mustard, but also to
/
8671
6611
2 pounds. (Ap Wirephoto via radio from London)
/
be considered is Tendergreen,
sometimes called mustard-spinach. The spinach variety is King
of Denmark, winter-hardy, and
capable of making early spinach
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those next spring, planted as late as
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost Oct. 1. The best table turnip var40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader iety is Purple Top Globe.
There is another fall garden
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton recrop, an innovation to try, winporters, shortly after the turn, of the century, wrote them.
June 11, 1926. Master Everett trance to the store was gained ter head lettuce. It should appeal particularly to iardenets
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed through a rear window.
who wish to get more value
Wilson, was painfully and serJuly 2, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. S. from their cold frames.
iously injured Wednesday, when
Seed-sowing time is in Augin some way ne was thrown 0. Catlett and sons, Robert and
ust, and for the seedling bed a
from his tricycle and in the fall Reginald, and daughter, Nancy
space should be chosen that is
sustained a deep cut in his leg, Elizabeth, sp en t Wednesday
shaded after 11 A. M. When the
necessitating the attendance of
night in Eddyville as guests seedlings have from 2 to 4 true
Drs.4 W. C. Haydon and J. B.
leaves they shuold be set in the
Wadlnigton. Ten stitches were of Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Catlett,
frame in soil well enriched with
ugly
to
the
close
required
July 2, 1926. Mr. and Mrs. poultry manure, spaced 8 inches
wound. The little fellow is resquare. If the frame is in the
ported as resting comfortably Gerard Kevil and baby, of St. sun, a shade should be made of
at this time.
Louis, are here for a visit to tobacco canvas or a "broken"
relatives.
shade of tree-trimmings and the
June 18, 1826. The many
like. Systematic watering should
friends of Mrs. J. A. H. Miller
EldJuly 30, 1926. Mr. Shelley
be done to push the seedlings all
home
her
have
to
delighted
are
red and daughter, Miss Frances, possible.
again, after having spent the
Late in September, the frame
have returned from a pleasant
winter months at Franklin, Ind.,
should be covered nights but
Lexington
through
trip
motor
where she held the position as
opened daytimes and, when day
an instructor in the high school. and through Central Kentucky. temperatures drop to about 50
degrees, kept covered except for
July 30, 1926. Mrs. M. L. DolJune 18, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
an hour about noon, to admit
McElroy,
Mary
Billy
Miss
little
W. L. Davis and
lar and grandson,
fresh air. If New York or ImLee Jones motored to Evansville have returned from a month's perial is the variety used, there
In spend last week-end with visit with G. H. Dollar, Bismark, will be usable heads starting
Grandmother Davie.They report N. D. They were pleased with about 8 weeks after seeding, dea pleasant trip and The fact that their visit, but prefer Old KenMrs. Davis, Sr., is well and hap- tucky for their home.
py, which will be good news to
her many friends here.
Up

News From The Past

An easy way has been found
to handle stomach worms, one
of the discouraging problems
in raising sheep. A mixture of
one part of a drug called phenothiazine and nine parts of salt
kept before the flock practically
insures worm-free sheep.
The mixture should be kept
in a covered feeder to protect
it against weather and to keep
sheep from putting their feet
in it. County agents have plans
for feeders, which can be made
on the farm.
Keep a supply of this mixture
in the feeder, and have the feeder where the sheep can get to
it easily. Keep the mixtur
fresh. Replenish every week or
two, and stir it with a stick if it
cakes. Ten pounds of -the mixture should last a flock of 30
ewes two to three weeks.
The above information was
taken from Richard C. Miller's
circular on raising sheep, pub
lished by the College of Agricultuie and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky. Ask for
circular 459.

Mother bats carry their newborn with them during the first
days of life. The young bat
clings to their mother's fur with
claw and teeth as she flies about
in search of food.
pending on how cold -resistant,
the frame is huilt, up to Thanksgiving.

Insurance
You can't get it by wire

The average serving of roe in eggs. The total numbei of eggs
restaurants is half of a large in the roe taken from a single
shad roe, or from 10,000 to 15,000 'fish is from 23,000 to 32,000.

GET READY NOW
FOR SCHOOL AND FAIL
OUR LOAN PLAN HELPS
WIlli PAYMENTS SMALL
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New school clothes, books and supplies are an extra burden on any budget.
We'll gladly help finance your "back to school" etcpenses. Phone or come in today.

106 E. Court Square

Phone 4;0

Princeton, Ky. ;FORGE R. WOODRUFF,

mgr.

PAY MORE?

Penney's

After your home's on fire.
Get It Here

STURDY SCHOOL SHOES

Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

KNOW NO EQUAL IN VALUE!

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 64
- 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

Keeps Going

SAFEST
FARMING
itINVESTMENT
NON-ACID phosphate
dissolve in water nor
locked in unavailable
It stays where you
. until needed by
growing plants. Then
al root acids dissolve
. and easily. With
LEAF, your "phosphorit" remains until
PLANTS use it up-in
CROPS and RICHER
' One application
crops for YE"ARS!

Pio Phosphate Co.
It S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, III.

.June 29, 1926. The following
f rom
scouts have returned
Shawnee Camp, in Christian
County: Kary Robert, Laban
Kevil, George Alfred Akin, William Clinton Hayden, Ralph
Cash, Grayson Harrelson, George
Catlett and Robert Wadlington.
The boys are tanned and healthy
as young Indians and report a
wonderful time.
June 29, 1926. Misses Cleo Davis and Robbie Brown, Russell
Brown and County Superintendent-elect K. R. Cummins came
from Murray, where they are
attending Teachers' College, to
spend the week-end with homefolk.

New York - AP - Admiral
Jones Ingram, commissioner of
the All-America pro football
Conference predicts an increase
of from $250,000 to 300,000 paid
admissions over the 2,000,000 his
league drew last year in its 56
games, six exhibitions and championship contest. The 1947 total
was 500,000 more than the loop
drew in its first season, 1946.

Dodger Youth Plan

Brooklyn - AP - Under
Branch Rickey, famed for youthful Brooklyn Dodger baseball
teams, the football Dodgers of
the All-America pro football
Conference have cut loose most
of the squad's veterans. Only
eight players have been in pro
July 2, 1926. Walker's Drug ball for more than one season
and Jewery Store was burglar- and these eight have only playized last Tuesday night and a ed for pay for two campaigns.
quantity of narcotic preparation
in liquid form and a small
' amount of money was stolen. En-

Dead Stock
WANTED

SIZES 121/24.11.4.49
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM:
Brown scuffless-tip oxford built,
for the 'usual hard knocks a boy)
gives his shoes. These can take it
to 12, B, C, D.
-and how!

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected

Girls' oxford in army russet for
classroom or party wear. A typical
Penney-quality shoe for dollar.
wise moms. Sizes 83/2-12, B, C, D.

daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Boys'or girls' moccasin oxford
that fits like a glove. Rubber soles
and heels. All brown. Sizes 81A to
12, B, C, D.

Kentucky Rendering Works

Please don% hang up •••

NotShownlAnother Penney value
-girls'-r"strap sandal in „
2-12, B, C, D. 41.41Pi
/
patent. 81

SPECIAL! Boys and
Girls' Oxfords . . .

MORE MONEY SAVERS
GIRLS' THRIFTY SCHOOL COTTONS!
Broadcloths, poplins, percales... each a sturdy, wonderfully
washable cotton! Plaids, stripes, prints. Each a value! 7-14.
GIRLS' BLUE DENIM TAILORED JEANS
Sanforizedi- blue denim uith bright orange stitching, copper
plated riveting at points of strain. Side zipper. Sizes 7 to 14.

RAYON GABARDINE SPORT SHIRTS
Active men like the full cut. New Fall deep colors

HOME ..and

BOYS' CORDUROY SCHOOL SLACKS
Whether you choose a solid color or a mottled partridge effect,
you'll agree that corduroy is tops for school. Sizes 6 to 18.

Security
You never know what's happening

There's no place like it . . .
no substitute for it! Want
to know how YOU CAN
HAVE a home all your
own? Get advice and a
real start via Home Loan
plan.
We make loans to Build,
BUY, REMODEL or REPAIR.

Princeton Federal
Savings & Loan
Association
1 4nriett5 Hotel Bldg.

at the other end of the line! That's why
it's important to allow about a
minute for your party to reach the
telephone. It's also important to answer
calls as promptly as possible. "Being

BOYS' SANFORIZEDf PLAT SPORT SHIRTS .
Plenty of Penney-value packed into this bright plaid in
Sanforized vat-d)ed cotton broadcloth or poplin. 6 to 12.
MORE SAVINGS -JR. LONGIES
Practical suspender longies made from rugged corduroy designed to
take all the punishment little bows can dish out. Partridge. 24.

CAmsidarate" always pays off in better
telephone service for everyone.

0

L.OU

DRESS AND BAG SCHOOL SETS
Dress has full skirt

with deep hems. Washable cotton. 4-6x.
Matching bag is rubber lined, has plastic shoulder strap.

2.98
2.29
4.98
4.98
1.98
3.98
2.98

iiitraas Be Considerate
the AB C of Good Telephone Service
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPAN)
INC04/064fED

Phone 46

FOR YOUR POCKETBOOK'S SAKE...
EY BUYING HABIT!
91T THL,
'A
'

isevc,a,
4......e0te, -0

+."
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Dorothy Ann Davis
Summer Home
How large the mansion of a
tree,
How shadutvy its halls!
The crooked stairs lead airly
To corridors and stalls,
Where leafy floors are lightly
laid,
And nothing's nailed or pinned,
And walls are boughs, and doors
are made
To flutter in the wind;
Where balconies lead on and out
For swift departing wings—
And when a robin wants to
shout,
He sings—and s ing s— a n d
SINGS!
Martha Banning Thomas

Phone 50

Mrs. Spinner is a graduate of
Butler High School, Class of
1846, and is ecployed as a secretary in the office of lieldtMonroe's Hdwe. Co. ,Evansville,
Ind.
Mr. Spinner is engaged in
farming, and the couple will
make their home temporarily
with his parents, at Chester, Ill.

M. Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Herbal
Rogers and children, of Hopkinsville, Mr. and Mrs. David
Mitchell and son, Gaydon Wilson, Mrs. Allie Haile, Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Haile, Princeton, and
Mr. Loell Haile and family.

Miss Linton Hostess
At Hobo Supper

Miss Betty Jo Linton was hostess at a "hobo supper" an
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mc- "scavanger hunt"
at the home
Shirley, Sulphur Springs, Ind., of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs
announce the engagement ofi
Frank T. Linton, Locust street
their daughter, Joan Joslyn, to
Saturday night, Aug. 14.
Mr. James Buford Davis, son of
Present were Misses Cynthi
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Davis, of
Ann Cunningham, Shirley FarmNew Castle, Ind. The wedding
er, Shirley Quinn, Barbara Sue
will take place Saturday, Aug.
Graham, Jo Ann Watson, Jani
21, at 5 o'clock at the home of
Hill, Nancy Cardin, Dottie Dee
the bride's parents. Mr. Davis'
Gilkey-Spinner
and the hostess.
Miss Wilma Gilkey, daughter father is a former resident of
Bill Sparks, Bill McKinnon
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gilkey, 602 Princeton.
Bob Taylor, Harry Stowers
Varmint Trace Road, and Mr.
Martin Clough, J. 0. Clayton
Isaac Spinner, son of Mr. and Birthday Dinner
Houston Hatter, Johnny HarralMrs. Evert Spinner, were marA birthday dinner in picnic son and Oscar Cantrell.
ried at Morganfield August 7, style was given Sunday at the
by the Rev. Brady Skinner.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Usse small amounts of left
The bride wore a dress of Haile, of the Friendship com- over vegetables such as peas
light blue with black accessor- munity, in honor of Mrs. Jhon- carrots and snap beans in
ies. Her corsage was of pink nie Cook and Mr. Haile. At- Spanish Sauce for an omelett
rosebuds.
tending were Mr. and Mrs. J. for broiled fish.

McShirley - Davis

CHLORDANE

Birthday Dinner

The Leader Congratulates

Mrs. Walton Woodall, Fredonia, entertained with a party
Monday afternoon in honor of
the third birthday of her daughter, Sandra. Ice cream and cake
were :.erved to Eddie Melton,
Mary Nell Melton, Linda Gayle
Tabor, Sandra Brockmeyer, Carrie Glenn Eldridge, Larry Rogers, Nita and Anita Rogers,
Larry Yates, Jerry Yates, Sharon Rogers, Phyllis Rogers, Margery Phelps, Buzzy Phelps, Linda Phelps, Carolyn Beck, DenMe, Walton and Sandra Wood
all.

Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stovall,
Eddyville, on the birth of a
daughter, Linda Sue, at Riverside Hospltal, August 10. Mrs.
Stovall is the former Cotha
Hollowell, of Fredonia.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Linzie LeRoy
Driver, Fredonia, on the birth
of a daughter, Veldna Lynn,
August 14.

Woman's Council

GRASSHOPPERS
other insects
50% WETABLE POWDER AND
50% DUST

Tobacco States Brand
For Sale by

WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611

Gilespie Circle
The Gillespie Missionary Circle of the First Baptist Clairch
held its monthly meeting at the
home of Mrs. Ted Gray August 10. There were 17 members
tresent. Mrs. Erbie Love and
Mrs. John Baldridge were enrolled as new members.
After the business sessIon Mrs.
Joe Weeks led the devotional
and Miss Irene Beckner, Mrs.
Carl Overton and Miss Elaine
Morris presented the program.
During the social hour Mrs
Ted Gray and Mrs. Clint nubbard served refreshmi ,' to
Mesdames Sam Steger/ Lowry
Caldwell, Erbie Lane, Buddy
Satterfield,
K i p McConnell,
Charles McLin, Carl Overton,
Betty Lee Tracey, John BaldSpickard, Ed
Kenneth
ing,
Kainard, Joe Weeks, Louis
Litchfield, Misses Mi 1dr ed

I SCHOOL TOGS
FOR BOYS - GIRLS
Boys'Short Sleeve Sport Shirts

,
"ii,
Jw
s Mary Ann ir.
kinsville, spent
with Miss fkroft.„
Main street
Freeman, of
a guest of Miss i
ost

V

CANDIES
Exclusive
at

Khaki Wash Pants

To make toasted bread crumbs
trim the crusts from slices of
stale bread; dry slices in a
slow oven until they are thoroughly crisped but not browned. Crush fine and sift, before
using, if desired.

CETON
Rear of Wo
On W. M
WOODAL

HORTON
WASHER

$124.95
Teull like this full dm, full capacity
Horton washer with its double wall
tub, aluminum agitator, and
motor. Styled smartly. Washes clothes
wonderfully. A very good buy at this
very low prim.
Its mood is romantic! The
The whole suit is doubly
rich, doubly feminine
because of its collar and
cutaway detail. Even the
triple-spaced buttons add to
the beauty of this outstanding and easy-to-wear
fall style. In a fine, pure
WOW tricotine weave.

P.S. and only Merton
washer. ran have the
Kleenette. •n 'nololibli Norton feature.
LO•lig•email washer
"within the big i
washed". The Kleinn.. i .
Ole le wonderful far
swell in•betweed
runes.

EXCLUSIVELY OURS

GOLDNAMER'S

FEAGAN'S
Super Market
Fredonia

Girls School Dresses

CONTRARY

Overall Pants
Sizes 6 to 14
Heavy 8 oz Demin

Balleerina - Ankle Strap or

,
/dirs ffc4
the heavenly poise you
from

dot

styled shoes.

Have dancing slippers, anhle-climbers,
imps with Louis heels—all with th•

Kiddies' Close-Out Oxfords

blissful fit

36 in. Fast Color Print Cloth

Straps - Pumps odds & Ends

beautifully

you cherish in Paradise.

Checks - Dots
Floral Prints

51/144

he El In Life awl Laralloa•
Nome JossessatI.Tballaile SI" WA

62

alia€540e4

FLASH

wwwwwweien''

;Venall

KE DR
E TR
VIC

've been pro
r this—here
t.now price!
the "Gold
reception
free FM radii'.
Victrola
changer.
automatics
' "permsne
t or mahoits
to 20 record
TM
os.

Best Made School Dresses

Sizes 13 to 6
Best values in town

r and }AM
edam* died
Aug 11.
'ere held th
home, with
n. of Kutaa
erment

Vidrele 71

Fast colors ... fancy prints
Newest styles

Heavy Brown Oxfords

Mac Hob

Mer.

80x80 Percales. Well
Made, Sizes 7 - 12

Sizes 8 to 20
Heavy Pockets
Real Buys

Fun
hsHollor
M.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis and
two children, of St. Albans, W
Va., have been visiting Mr. and

Siteemi Emote

Lygus Bugs - Ants - Colorado Potato Beetle and certain

Sizes 6 to 12
Real $1.49 value

m

The Woman's Council of the
First Christian Church will hold
Everybody reads The Leader!
its monthly meeting Monday
night, Aug. 23, at 7:30 o'clock Groom, Margaret Ann Cartin the recreation parlor of the wright, Elaine Morris and Irene
church. Mrs. Tom Collins will Beekner,
conduct the second in a series
of imaginary tours of the border-line states, which will be in
the form of a crusade to Alaska. BIG, RUGGED AND BEAUTIFUL
All members and their guests
are invited.

FOR CONTROL OF

Phone 610

Lenita Sue McConnell, 3, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
McConnell, is shown as she was crowned "Little Miss West Kentucky" July 4, at Madisonville, in the VFW contest for this area.
On the left is Mayor David A. Parrish, of Madisonville, and on the
right, C. B. Waddle, commander of the VFW Post, Madisonville,

Mrs. Jerome J.
Mr: and
Isaacs and children, Jerry and
Virginia, returned to t ii 41 I r
home in Frankfort Tuesday after a week's visit to her sister,
Mrs. R. H. Dalzell, and Mr. Dalzell, Franklin street.
Plc Harry Joe Long, stationed
with the 07th Army Band, Ft.
Sill, Okla., spent last week -end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Gong.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Russell
and family spent Sunday ciii
Poplar Bluff, Mo., with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles "Pete" Russell and
little son, Charles Evans,
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Tullia
and children, Frank, Loki and
Jane Alto, of Irvine, spent last
week with Mrs. Tullis mother,
Mrs. Tylene Tally, and family.
Mrs. Charles Ratliff and Mrs.
William S. Rice left Sunday for
Manitou, Colo., where they will
spend the remainder of the sum

JadvillAsyls, Cadiz Road.
Mi. and Mu. C. C. Ferguson,
of Detroit, Mich., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davis and
other Wends and relatives in
the city and county.
Mrs. Roy Cann, of Munfordville, arrived Wednesday, Aug.

ust 19, 1948
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Two Players Apiece

unerals
Holloman
HoHoman, infant
Hobo.
,5j Mrs. Lacy
,,,04 died Wednesday
Aug. II. Funeral ser.., held that afternoon
h the Rev• L•
home, with
Kuttawa, officiatnt was in Fredonia

Brooklyyn — AP — The four
tailbacks on the roster of the
Brooklyn Dodgers of the AllAmerica pro football Conference
come from two colleges. Bob
Chappuis, the prite rookie of the
club, and Lee Tevis are from
Michigan. Bob Hoernschemeyer
and Jim Dewar are both products of Indiana football teams.

cut and run through the crusher,
has kept in excellent condition,
according to County Agent John
E. McClure. The dairymen told.
him they made a good investment when they bought the
crusher.

Cook books often suggest, In
preparing cauliflower, that the
whole head be soaked in cold
salted water for a half hour or
so before cooking. This direction
Installs Hay Crusher
is given because the soaking
The first hay crusher in Da- helps draw out insects.
vies* county has been installed
by Foot. Bros., operators of a
Ten miles up there is a river
large dairy. Red clover hay, of air that flows east to west
baled seven hours after it was around the earth.

Household Hints

Children enjoy rolls when..
they are cut into tiny slices; the
small slices may be buttered
and spread with jam.
• • •
A most attractive salad is one
of avocado and grapefruit. Cut
the peeled avocado in half and
then into crosswise slices. Arrange alternate slices of the avo
cado and grapefruit segments
on watercress. Serve with a savory ,French dressing.

()WA.
,H1AL
Baby's lunch .shouldn't be a
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Walker
and daughter, Betty, Detroit, MET/It:DI'
problem away from home now. A
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor. new insulated bag
keeps four
Clinard and daughters, Janice
Church
School 9:45 A. M.
bottles warm or cool as desired.
iind Sharon, Chicago, and Miss
• • •
Morning Worship 10:45 A M.
Barbara C 1,1 nerd Louisville,
Louisville, have been recent
Color can now be found in a
Youth Fellowship 6 P. M.
guelits of their father, Mr. W.
non-greasy hair-dressing which
M. Clinard, and Mr. and Mrs.
is squeezed out of a bottle and
Lacy
Cunningham,
Garrett PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
street.
Old Madisonville Road, Rev. sprayed on the hair to impart
highlights. Manufacturers say it
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Steger
William
E. Cunningham, pastor. is not a tint
and daughters, Martha Ann and
or dye.
Evelyn, of Abingdon, W. sla.. are
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
• • •
visiting his mother, Mrs. J. A.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Add a half cup of grated
Steger, Locust street.
For The Finest
Young People's Service 6:00 yellow cheese to the standard
Mr. and Mrs. Armour Blay2-cups flour recipe for baking
lock, of Cincinnati, and Mrs. p.m.
In
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. powder hiscuits and bake as
Harry Reach, of Hopkinsville,
spent last Wednesday with their
Wednesday evening
prayer usual. These cheese biscuits are
sister, Mrs. Reece R. Taylor, service 7:00 p.m.
excellent with a vegetable or
and Mr. Taylor, Highland AveSaturday, Evangelistic service fruit salad.
and
nue.
Mrs. Harry S. Hale and chil- 7:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
dren left last week-end for
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Louisville, where
they
will
7:30 Evening Worship.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
make their home. Mr. Hale has
Morning Worship, 11 am.
been employed there for sev- •
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
See
eral months.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Mrs. Summers Brinson and BARBEE MEMORIAL
Miss Ruth Bailey have returned CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
LEBANON BAPTIST
from a visit to Mrs. Brinson's
J. P. Bright, Pastor
Box 534
mother, Mrs. D. R. Mossbarger,
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Sunday
School,
9:45
a.m.,
R.
of Pewee Valley.
Services held every second
C.
Ethridge,
Supt.
or
Mrs. Roy Brinson, Oxford,
Midweek Worship, Wednes- Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
Miss., and Mrs. Houston Spent
Call 698-J
and Sunday morning at 11
cer, Morganfield, are visitin* day, 7 p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. Summers Brinson,
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8 o'clock.
S. Jefferson street.
Mrs. A. M. Flevin, Jr., and p.m.
son, Michael, of Dallas, Tex.,
are visiting their aunt, Mrs. Leo CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Walker, and family, Hopkins- David W. Schulherr, minister
ville Road.
You will find a welcome at all
R. L. Putman, husband of the
REGULAR MEETING
former Faye Taylor, of Prince- services.
ton, is under treatment at Law9:45 Sunday School
son's Veteran Hospital, Atlanta. 10:45 Morning Worship
His condition is reported to be
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
satisfactory and he expects to
7:30 Evening Worship
return home in about a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hood and
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
Bainchildren, Judy and Charles, of Mr. Herbert Turner,
All
Brothers Plan To Attend
bridge.
•
St. Louis, Mo., spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Little Miss Shirley Cook, of
Hillery Barnett, Seq.
Mrs. W. A. Hood, Washington Granite City, Ill., is visiting her
street.
aunt, Mrs. L. W. Rogers.
Several from here attended
the annual dinner at Newsom
cemetery Friday.
By Miss Nola Wilson
Barbara and Beverly Burtin,
A
revival
began
Monday of Madisonville, have been visitnight with the Rev. Henry Row- ing Mr. Claud Storms and famland, pastor, in charge, assisted ily.
by Dr. Roy 0. Beaman.
Sunday, Aug. 22, is annual
"homecoming day" with .a picnic dinner and entertainment by
the Dunn Funeral Home Quartette, of Kuttawa.
Thursday afternoon, the W. M.
S. met with Mesdames Ernest
Lacy, Press Lilly, Zora Wilson.
Claud Storms and Miss Nola
Wilson present. Mrs. Mae Morris, Mrs. Oden and Mrs. Ethridge, of Princeton, and Mrs.
Smithson, of Louisville, were
visitors.
Mrs. Annie Rogers ha d as
visitors recentlyy, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wood and little son, Tommie, of Wisconsin; Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Burress, of Herrin Ill.,
Mr. and Mrs. Athel 13urress and
children, Laverne and Finis, Mr.
and Mrs. Shelton Goode and son,
Kenneth, of Union City, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogeds
.era
and children, of Hopkinsville.
Mrs, Gertie Cortner was the
The "Globe Trotter"
guest of Nola Wilson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Doss, of •Extra range and p wee e yours
Adamsville, Mrs. Rosa P'Pool with the "Globe Trotter," RCA
and daughter, Loisteen and the Victor 8BX6—ainazing sensitivity,
Rev. Ralph Kirkman, of Waco, plenty of volume even for outdoor
Tex., recently called on Mlle dancing. That handsome case is of
Nola Wilson and family, and plastic and lightweight aluminum
Here comes Betty MacNolie P'Pool and family. Mrs. with a special, weather-resistant
Ratliff and family last Thurs- finish. Plays on its self-contained I
Donald's cackling classic
day. Miss Loisteen and the Rev. RCA battery the second you lift
Kirkman were married at the the dial cover, or on AC-DC house
EGGzactly as you picturMrst Baptist Church, Energy, current. It's a star performer with I
Ill., Tuesday, Aug. 17. She is the the marvelous tone of the famous !
ed it!
daughter of the Tandy P'Pool, "Golden Throat."
who was reared in this community. PRINCETON MUSIC CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Turner and
(In Rear of Woodall's Office
children, Mr. and Mrs. Otis TurOn W. Main St.)
ner and Mr. and Mrs. Randy
C. A. WOODALL, JR., Mgr.
Strebeck recently attended the
Turner reunion at the home of

Begin Sunday
special fruit cup
loupe, honeydew
on. Sweeten with
syrup if desired
mint leaves.
1

dinner with a
made of cantaand watermela simple sugar
and top with

• •

Marinate cooked fresh asparagus stalks in a snappy French
dressing; place on a lettuce leaf,
band with a strip of red pimento and serve.
Everybody reads the Leader

Coolest Spot In Townl

MARKERS

FOR SALE!

MONUMENTS

One, 25 acre tract - 31-2 miles
northwest of Princeton on Farmersville Highway.

W. R. ALLEN

*este 710V2

Open Daily at 1:00 P. M
Continuous Shims

I NE STORY OF A GIRL
WHO DARED JlINCE
TOO OFTEN!

B. P. 0. ELKS

been promising yourself
•this—here it is at a sensible,
no price! Here's glorious
if the "Golden Throat" with
reception of standard and
be FM radio. Here's a worldVictrola phonograph with a
lord changer. Plays up to 12
latsomateslly with "Silent
"pennsurnt point pickup.
Or mahogany finish. Space
1020 relwc1 albums. AC.
H.g•
)401.

Nice dwelling in Shirt Factory
Addition —

TONIGHT

ST4Nwyes,

$3,050
C. A. WOODALL, Pleasant Grove

ETON MUSIC CO.

Insurance and Real Estate

Rear of Woodall's Office
(le W. Main St.)
WOODALL, JR., Mgr,

Phone 54

Main St.

fhey'll put new stars

BACK TO SCHOOL
TAKE

in your eyes

and your skies

THE PICK OF
THE PORTABLES
...RCA VICTOR!

These sparkling new

They've a talent for smartness ... these Valentines
of ours. And a positive genius for making high
fashion footwear practical. For Valentines are built
on a NEW principle that lets your foot rest in its most
natural position. Result? They feel just
wonderful on your foot. We've lots of styles .. a
all new, all smart and all
$81/5 to $995
Levelast gives you THIS
Instead of the old style THIS diLiiitow
IRENE OONA

'Registered

GET
READY
TO
LAUGH
from the
riotous
CACKLING
CLASSIC!

Hopkinsville
The Exclusive Ladies' Store
7],Sd,'NFOSSISIR

czidez* wid
COLBERT-MacIERRAY

ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY ...

Homogenized

HEFLIN
COBuRN

RKNARO HART
—
Plus!
LATE NEWS

SATURDAY

ACTION
CHARLES

STARRETT

Also!
CHAPTER 3—SERIAL
"THE VIGILANTE"
DONALD DUCK COMIC

SUN. & MON.
LADD'S got that look...
LAMOUR'S
got that
gleam!

las«

Devtot4

LADIMAMOUR
Rdeir PRESTON

WILD
ifilRYASV
with LLOYD NOLAN
Added Treats
FREDDIE MARTIN'S BAND
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. & WED.
A*K
WHO 0.41/7 YOU
THE AMENS" end
"Satin FORCE'

GRADE A
Pasteurized

MILK

Marjorie MAIN
Louise ALLBRITTON
Percy KILBRIDE
Billy HOUSE
Fichard LONG

SEE ALL OUR

BARGAINS
tasting, and contains
It is richer, sweeter, better
health.
the vitamins necessary to good
Home Owned
By

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161

1
te
all

ieldigfif&iefirialiiiii,110fefersirereisalfeldffilaBilli0f5861RMIN
81611610101ffl
iRreFiFfi4ViRTNiiiliereidfollafrifiitiiiiiiidX

JOE P. WILCOX
W. Main St.

Princeton

Lit;TlitiP

LAUGHS
BY HE
BASKETFUL
FOR LESS THAN
THE PRICE OF
A DOZEN
EGGS!
Admission
12c and 40c

BARRY

FITZGERALD
•"'
HOWARD DUFF
DOROTHY
HART

THE PRINCETON
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Western Kentucky
Tries New Grains

Has Experience
New Haven, Conn. — AP —
Harold W. Kopp, former football
assistant at Brown, Harvard,
Connecticut and Northeastern
and now at Yale, played fullback on the 1010 Western Maryland Colleige team that extended the school's winning streak

to 27
straight
squad won 11
ea
He ao
ls w ag ,aptlia•
squad which
lost ail
test, to
itucknrii
guard that
season,

I Sy James J. St t-ebig
making a test of landing faciliWashington — For the first
time in history the United States ties which conceivably could be
grains
New vino tics of
is "showing the flag" with war- called upon to handle much
are finding favor among farmlarger
numbe
rs.
(Three started
planes instead of warships. Nineers in 'Western Kentucky, acty B-29 superfortresses are in the flight, but one crashed into
Idaho's state n
cording to County Agent Warren
the
Gulf of Aden.) A squadron
(Ave,•
England, ready to show Europe
syringe.
Thompson of Hickman county.
mass formations they didn't see of jet fighters also is in England
during the war. Two more have after crossing the Atlantiia under
Kentucky No. 1 barley is outjust swung around the globe, its own power, with 75 more beyielding all other virieties, he
)ng sent by carrier to be based
said. Average yield this year was
overseas.
25 or 26 bushels an acre, which
America has been sending
planes on goodwill missions for
he said was five to seven bushels
many years. One of the most
more than other varieties made.
Fl) rig ints may be termites—
famous was a circuit of South
possibly in your home. A FREE
He found that this variety of
America in 1927. But the recent
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
barley stands up well, does not
quick trip of 60 Superforts to
give you accurate information
winter -kill as much as some
England was hardly a "goodwill"
on the extent of termite dammission. The Air Force let it be
other kinds, and its feeding
age in your property. Don't deknown that the plan* flew with
qualities are okay. Jackson No. I
lay, call today!
loaded guns.
is another barley showing up
STEGER LUMBER CO.
The United States must solvo
well in western counties, accordPhone 517-3
some tough problems if it is to
ing to Thompson.
Authorised Representative oft
"show the flag" with armed
Improved oats which ThompOhio Valley Termini% Corp..
bombers on a large scale. The RUSSIAN SCHOOL TEAC
I 19..?).
son reported gaining in favor
HER LEAPS FROM SOVIET CONS
ULATE—Mr
Kosen
Oksana Stepanovna are Ten-X and Fulgrain. He
As Advertised In"This Posit'• flight to England was simple. It after kina, a Russian school teacher, lies t barred door outside the Soviet s.
consulate at New York
she jumped or fell from a third or
is a friendly country with amfourth
floor
windo
w.
A man prepares to come through was told they produced up to
the barred doorway to her aid. The
ple airfields, largely built at our "resc
Soviet Consul General Yakov M. Loimak
ued" the woman from an anti-commun
in. has said he 90 bushels an acre. Clinton seems
ists
white Russi
expense during the war and He claimed she was taken
camp inear New York a few days ago. to be the best spring oats.
there against her will. (AP Wirepan
hoto).
equipped to handle American
Coker No. 5 is the wheat that
planes. But airplanes cannot hope
in moderate oven, 350 degrees, "is taking the day" in Hickman
to duplicate the reach of the
for 30 minutes, or until browned. county, although Thorne wheat
warship for such demonstrations
holding its own. Thompson reSixty-four farmers in SimpMenu: Lima bean-cheese cas- is
unless based on a carrier. '
ported. His claims for Coker No.
son
count
serole
y
fried
are
,
eggpla
produ
nt, corn on 5 include early maturity, little
cing certiThe reasons are simple: Airthe cob, cabbage Flaw, rolls, but rust, short stems and strong
craft must land, refuel and be fied Ky. 31 'fescue sseed.
Farmers in Ohio county wha ter and cantaloupe.
serviced after a relatively short
straw. It weighs an average of
distance. Accepted internationa sowed ladino clover seed are renearly 60 pounds to the bushel,
l
law requires permission of a porting excellent pastures.
The enemies of a penguin in he said.
George Miller of Jefferson the sea are the sea leopard and
country before flying into its
airspace, particularly with re- county has an excellent apple killer whale.
s p e ct to government-owne crop bS a result of spraying,
l
planes. By contrast, warships can heavy fertilization and no frost
steam almost indefinitely with- injury.
out dependence upon local land ' Nathaniel Mullins of Rockcasfacilities. They require permis- tle county has his new .farm
sion to enter a foreign harbor home supplied with
modern
,
but tradition calls for granting lightning and water system.
3,
D. Witt, champion 4-H boy
permission even when relations
After it's finished, your home is
in McCreary county, made a Young Housewife Tells
are strained.
of digestive juices in the stomach
where you travel from.
Some military observers, not- profit of $272 on two sows and
loss
appeti
of
te, borderline Vitwhile
it's
build
ing,
How
it's
Reto
a
spot
nga
Relie
a
ved
great many things tend
ing the continuous use of naval litters.
amin B-1 deficiency, and constiDistress From Stomach
Two acres of ladino clover on
forces in European waters in the
Lumber from sawmills, wallboard,
'patio
lath, plaster and
n. The active ingredients
last year or two, say that such the Jewell W. Oakley farm in
Gases, Restlessness,
of
Rento
nga
are
Marsh
purel
from
all
y herbal,
county supported seven
building material factories, shingles
showing of American might has
from roofing
Nervous Indigestion, And combined with Vitamin B-1. You
been an important contribution cows for three months.
nails,
can
get
windows, plumbing, cement, bricks
Reton
ga at Dawsons Drug
By heavy spraying, Bell counto political stabilization in westSluggish Elimination
from other
ern Europe and countries bor- ty gardeners were able to have
"I am feeling so good now Store.
factur
ers.
Bring
ing
togeth
er building materials from
dering the Medditerranean. Nav- tomatoes for the first time in that I cant resist letting others
the
At least four Toronto rlayers
al men feel that the warship is a three years.
know how much I think of Repoints of the compass is one of the
essential services the
Third Baseman Willie (PuddinH. D. Luck and Son of Web- tongs,"
more efective display of strength
happily
states
Mrs. head)
Jones, Catcher Stan Lothan aircraft, pointing out that ster county report their flock of George Swee t,
Illinois Central rend:ix to you and
well-known
the other peoples(
the airplane is either a rather sheep has paid for itself each housewife of 486 W. 2nd St., pata and Pitchers Emery Church
and
Lou
Possehl, are schedsmall object sitting on the year for five years. ,
Lexington, Ky. Mrs.
Sweet
uled to get tryouts with the
Five 4-11 club members in gratefully continues:
ground, or a distant swiftly moving object without emphasis on Fayette county sold 109 lambs
"For years I surely did suf- Philadelphia Phillies of the Nafor a total of $3,281.
nationality.
fer from nervous indigestion and tional League next spring.
Steep-land farmers in Grant sour stomach. I had
But to millions in Europe who
a pitiful apsaw the slow and relatively county are buying tractors and petite and just had to force
LOW-COST TRANSPONTI
myhay
-making machinery.
small B-17s and B-24s during the
self to eat to keep up my
AND YOUR COMMIT!
Payne Simpson of Metcalfe strength. My food
war, the slender winged beauty
seemed to
of the B-29, with deep and dis- county harvested 1,200 pounds of sour almost immediately
Low-cost transportation din
and
tinctive roar, is certain to be im- Kentucky 31 fescue seed from and cause terrible gas
materials and finished proIsi
pains in
pressive. The small flight around less than four acres.
my stomach. I felt so highacross the length and brodid
Appro
ximat
the world is not unlikely to reely 300 farmers in strung and restless that it was
America makes possibk rff
veal a situation such as that en- Knox county are planning to all I could do to get a
few hours
community's enjoyweat slil
sow
alfalfa this fall.
countered by the fleet of 16 batsleep a night. I had to use harsh
7 Races Daily, 8 On
good things grown, mined and manufactured in every
tleships which circled the globe
one of theism
laxatives for relief of sluggish.
Saturdays and Labor Day
Last sear the Illinois Central hauled more than 72 million
as a power demonstration in
ness and I lost a good deal of
toot di*
POST TIME FIRST RACE
1908. That fleet demonstrated a
at an average charge of less than a penny a ton a mile. This Mika
my weight.
2
p.
m.
serious lack of auxiliary vessels
Centr
al Standard Time
"The relief Retonga
An oven dish, which takes the
brought
service is another was we strive to WI 1g
and of facilities overseas. Naval place of
Track located on U. S. Highmeat in a menu, is a me from my suffering was a
continued friendship and panic
officers decided that it showed a combinatio
way 41 Between Evansville,
n of lima beans and pleasant surprise. I now eat
lack also a merchant vessels. cheese.
hearti
ly,
enjoy
Ind.,
my
and Henderson, Ky.
food, and
Here is a recipe from
The American ships had to buy the Colle
never worry about nervo
us ingt„of Agriculture and
British coal during the cruise.
digest
ion,
gas
pains or sour food.
Home EcoWomics, University
of I have regain
The Navy has remedied tnat Kentucky.
ed over three pounNow it is able to cruise for
ds
and I just know I'll be up to
Lima Bean -Cheese Carrerole
my normal weight soon.
months without touching shore, 2 cups
cooked lima beans
I've
left off harsh laxatives, too. I
receiving every type of supply 2 cups
am
shredded cheese
glad to praise Retonga."
from its "train." The system was
cup chopped green pepper
Retonga is intended to reliev
thoroughly proved in the war V4 cup
e
chopped onion
distress due to insufficient
against Japan.
2 cups tomatoes
flow
1 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
Tips For Homemakers
Here are answers to some ev- 2 tablespoons flour
eryday problems of housewives 7:4 cup dry bread crumbs
Combine half the cheese with
from the College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, Universi- beans, green pepper and onion
and place in a baking dish
ty of Kentucky.
or
1. Walls painted with casin casserole. Make a paste of flour
paint may be dry cleaned with a and V4 .cup cold water and stir
into heated tomatoes. Cook
rubber sponge.
un2. A good rug cushion helps til thickened. Add seasoning and
pour
prevent flattening of the pile of
over lima bean mixture.
the rug and adds years to its Top with remainder of cheese
mixed with bread crumbs. Bake
ueefulness.
3. Delicious sandwiches may
be made by grinding raw vegetables, such as carrots, celery or
cabbage, and mixing with salad dressing. The filling must be
made daily to insure crispness.
OMPARE the values: compare
and Positive-Action Hydraulic Bra'
4. Protect school books by
the prices: and you'll choose Chevrol
et/ . . . plus many another major qualify
making removable covers of
For to compare the values is to know
aciconlage still not available in any
plasticized cloth, which may be
that only Chevrolet brings you
the Bigother motor car in its field.
wiped off.
Car riding-smoothness of the
original
And to compare the prices is to
and outstanding Unitized Knee
-Action
The archer fish catches insects
know that Chevrolet prices are the
Ride
...
the Big-Car performance and
by shooting them with drops of
lowest in the field ... and that Chevdependability of a world's
water.
champion
rolet value continues to be the lughol
Valve-in-Ilead engine ... the
Big-Car
in its field!
beauty and luxury of the
enviable
That's why Chevrolet is America's
Yes, if operates silently,
Body by Fisher...
. the Big-Car safety
economically on kerosene! The
No. I car: that's why it's the car fatof Fisher Unisteel Body
new Servel Kerosene Refrigerator
brings you every new con-Construction
you I
venience ... big sub-freezing
compartment for ice cream,
Every year more and more
ice cubes, frozen foods! A roomy
farmers are learning
interior with adjustable
that good pasture is one of
shelves to store large milk cans, giant
the most profitable crops
turkeys, watermelons.
that can be grown. Pastu
rage grown on fertile soil
Best of all, the Servel Kerosene
is rich in protein,
Refrigerator has no moving
minerals, and vitamins. It
parts in its freezing system. No
is
perfec
t
feed
for milk or meat animals.
machinery, valves, pistons or
pumps. Just a tiny kerosene flame
does the work. So Servel
If you haven't applied
limestone or fertilizer to
stays silent,lasts longer. New Kerose
your pasture recently, now
ne Servels now on display.
is the time to do it. It
FIRST in Riding-Smoothnessl
may take a year or so
FIRST la Thrills with.
to produce a noticeable difThrift,
ference but it will be
FIRST hi Tasteful liteely/
You just can't beat the
there.
There's nothing like Chevro.
Bring me a drawing of your
tenuine
Unitized Knee-Action
You
will be perfectly sure of
You'll
notice
let's
world's champion Valve.
the difference in several ways:
house and surroundings and I
Gliding Ride for real ridingyour car's beautyleadersh
in-Head eagine for thrills
ip
1. Clover and good grass
smoothness-- real traveluxury
and
will help you with your landwhen
will crowd out the weeds
you own a car with the
thrift. It holds all records
- over any and all kinds
for
and poor grasses.
world-f
amous
scaping needs. A telephone call
of
Body
by
Fisher,
miles
served and owners sansroads; and, remember, this
and this most desirable of all
2. More milk and meat from
fied. It embodies that extrawill bring me promply to
healthier animals.
famous -Knee-Action" ride is
car bodies-beautiful from
sound,
3. Longer grazing seaso
eatrayour home for an estimate
exclusiv
depend
e to Chevrolet and
able
n and less barn feeding.
mere angle, inside and out --is
Valee-in-Heal design, found
4. Lower production costs,
more expensive cars.
Also plant fruit trees, grape
available only on Chevrolet
more profits.
elsewhere only in costlier cars.
•ncl
higher -priced cars.
vines and berry plants.
Start your pasture tinpr
ovement now by first aptoNcot
I
have
plying
a
compl
the
tASTS
ete
line
neede
of
d
amount of agricultural limestone.
siArs micro .
nursery stock.
It's the first step
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Dealer
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MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER CAR
C

Mr. Orvill
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S and other
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H. L. HOBBY

205 S. Seminary St. Phone
153
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nia News
Burr
ga, Courtney
Gary, In& an.
left • for their
York, after a visit
„gm L. B. Young,

Mr. Tommj. Walker ha,
rtirned from Crittenden County
Hospital after being a patient
there for several days. He was
0.00.1 # „.. ot
injured in falling from a truck.
'4
0'
ilin ,̀
,
0
Miss Ida Lee Leeper is
l1 i i g
spendi a
,ung
ging has return- ing several days' vacation in
where she Louisville.
, Ga.
Miss Mary Wilson left Friday
wits vacation as
It. morning for Yankeetown, Fla.,
J.
Mrs.
and
gee,
where she will resume her position as member of the achool
Young,
Charles
ars
faculty. She spent the summer
jpeat the weekend
with her father, J. A. Wilson.
Ws. Veldin Yanand other relatives.
yaridell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taygoal returned from
lor, Bowling Green, are spendsatansay after spend ing a few days' vacation with
with his sister.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
family.
Nen, and
H. Bennett. Mr. Taylor is atwho INICS a patient
there, following tending Bowling Green Business
University.
tics, is reported
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young CLOSING
CEREMONY FOR OLYMPIS GAMES - English royal household
trumpeters stand In
spent a few days at Kentucky semdcircle around
pole (center, foreground) as the Olympic flag is lowered (Aug.
14) in the
Lake this week, guests of Mr. stadium at Wembley,
Eng., signifying the end of the 1948 Olympic Games. Flag bearers
of parand Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
ticipationg nations stand in a semi-circle around
the trumpeteers. Man on tribune under the OlymRev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth pic flag is Sir
Frederick Wells, lord mayor of London. (AP Wirephoto via radio from
London)
of Lancaster, spent Tuesday and
Wednesday
in town visiting the weekend with her parents
Driver Training In
teins•
, friends. Rev. Dilworth held ate Mr. and Mrs. Milton
,41
York.
pastorate of the First PresbySchools Will Help
Mr. and Mrs. J. Luke Quertei
terian
Church
here
several mous, Lexington,
Cut Car Accidents
arrived Sunday
. years. Tuesday night members of
.43.00
4.
Chicago - Are teen-age drivthe church entertained in their to visit her parents, Mr. and
New York, AP-The chances ers as
reckless as older folks say
for long life in the United States
honor with a picnic supper on Mrs. W. M. Young. '
they are? The National Safety
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart- are best in the Midwest,
the church lawn.
a study Council says the answer
is
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hurst and wright, Evansville, were week. of death rates shows. "The best "yes."
COLA
end
guests
of
her
parents,
Mr. record for longevity in our
daughter, Charlotte, Mario is,
The 1948 edition of "Accident
s
were dinner guests of Mr. and and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, of country is found in the West Facts," the
Council's statistical
North Central States-Minneso- yearbook
Mrs. Charles Baker last Sunday. Crider.
includes studies made
Mrs. T. R. Feagan and son, Ted, ta, Iowa, Missouri, the
Mr. J. E. Hillyard left MonDakotas, of accident rates of drivers in
day morning for Detroit where left Saturday for Wichita, Kans., Nebraska, and Kansas," says the various age groups.
These studhe will spend his vacation visit- where they will visit Mr. and Statistical Bulletin of the Met- ies show the fatal
accident rate
Mrs.
Chester
Miller.
ropolitan
Life Insurance Co. in terms of miles
ing friends and relatives.
driven by
Mrs. Lenorice Baugh and chil- There the average length
Mrs. Clarence Rustin spent
of life youngsters under 20 was 89 perdren, Martha and Duane, return- (expectation ot. life at
birth) in cent higher than the average
ed to their home in Dunmore 1939-41 was 65.23 years
for white rate for all drivers.
Wednesday after spending sev- males, and 69.22 years for white
The council believes driver
eral da},s with her mother, Mrs. females.
training courses in high schools
Attie Bugg.
These life expectancies are and
colleges are a big part of
Mrs. Charles Allen McElroy three to four years longer
than the answer to the problem. Betand sons, Bobby and Jimmy, the Mountain States, which
have ter examples by parents and
with her mother, Mrs. Frolence the least favorable. record.
The other older drivers would help a
Hodgenville, spent the weekend Mountain States include Monlot too, it says.
Parr, and Miss Dorothy Parr.
tana, Wyoming, Idaho, Colorado,
Rev. Ray Wigginton is con- New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, another
undoubtedly arises out
ducting a revival near Bowling land Utah. The high death rate
of a variety of factors-differGreen this week,
among the large Spanish-speakMrs Ray Wigginton and son, ing population of Arizona and ence in the general standard of
David, are spending the week New Mexico is mainly responsi- living, degree of industrializawith Mrs. J. E. Hillyard.
ble for this difference between tion, density of population, adequacy and availability of mediMr. and Mrs. Aubrey Spill- the two geographical areas.
man, Mr. and Mrs. James SpillAt the age of 45, men and cal and hospital facilities, climan, Mr. and Mrs. Alec Mc- women of the West North Cen- mate, et cetera. An intensified
Combs and daughter, Roberta, tral States still can look for- effort to reduce the toll of preall of Edmondson county, spent ward to the longest life. The ex- mature death in the less favorSunday as guests of Mr. and pectation then is 27.56 more ed areas would tend to equalize
Mrs .F. E. Jones and family.
years of life for men, and 30.23 the mortality throughout the
Circle No. 2 of the Baptist for women. At 45, the lowest country at the level of the best
Missionary Society met with expectation of life is in the high- areas."
Mrs. Arlie Vinson Thursday af- ly industrialized northeast, the
ternoon for their regular meet- Bulletin finds. In the Middle
Don't forget
ing. During the social period re- Atlantic States of Pennsylvania, OUR AUTO AUCTION SALE
[eery Saturday Beginning nt 10:30
freshments were served to: Mrs. New York and New Jersey, men
Elbert Beck, Mrs. Herman Bren- of 45 can expect, on the average,
Rain or Shine
da. Mrs. Walton Woodall, Mrs. only 24.74 more years and wom82.00 If They Don't Sell
Talley Baker, Mrs. F. E. Jones. en 27.56. Men of 45 in New Eng1110.00 If They Do Sell
Mothers were accompanied by land can expect 25.37 more Anybody can Sell
- - •
their children.
years, and women 28.32 years.
- - Anybody Can Buy
Mrs. Rufus Atkins, Mrs. Becky
The best record in preventing
MAIN ST. CAR EXCHANGE
AND AUCTION CO.
Quertermous and daughter, Ca- infant mortality was shown on
HopkInayllle, KentuckY
the Pacific Coast. In the Mountain States area, the infant mortality rate was fully 50 percent
higher.
in
"The variation in mortality
and longevity from one area to
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week we put in a window full of
. . . nothing but hinges . . .
one pair of a kind. . . then we
ted the number of pairs. There
e86 different kinds of hinges in
window. We tried to get a pair
ery kind in the store... we are
we missed some... but even 86
of hinges is a pretty good selec:f hinges.
complete hinge stock is an exnt example of the complete„
ks of hardware, paint, and
wares which we handle . .
plete stocks plus courteous, eft service makes Cayce-Yost the
•ping
center of West Kentucky.
In Hopkinsville It's

ayce-Yost Company
(Incorporated)

HOPKINSV1LLE
shop

WICARSON
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
(Incorporated)
exclusively yours

!have purchased the stock of...

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE
STORE

01*

(h.°
ch,,,016

acres; E. W. Mundy, 0,409 from
les acre; H. H. Bruce, $1,016 from
nine-tenths of an acre; Tom Grafton, $1,150 from nine-tenths of
an acre; Elmer Noffsiager, $1,789
from 11
/
4 acres, and Davie Reno,
$1,077 from one acre.

Returns !rem strawberries, reported by County Agent A. W.
August 19, 6 p.m., Hopkins- Rowland of Muhlenberg county,
ville Road, Kuttawa.
include: Melvin Hammond, $1,August 20, 6 p.m., Quinn, Mrs. 509 from three-fourths of an acre;
Roy Traylor,
J. C. Parks, $4,256 from five
August 20, 7 p.m., Cobb, Mrs.
Charles and Gene, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Pool.
Bill Blackburn and children,
Alugust 20, Friday evening,
Douglas and Nadine, Mr. and
Otter Pond, Mrs. Claude Wood.
Deamon Morris and daughter, Catherine, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Eddville Road
burn Crowe.
The Eddyville Road HomemakMr. and Mrs. Bernice Jones,
ers who attended a theater pat- Mr. and Mrs. Fenton Taylor, Mr.
ty August 13 were Mrs. W. H. and Mrs. Harold Smith, Mr. and
Beck, Mrs. Denny Cash, Mrs. Mrs. Willie Wyatt, Miss Wilma
Denny Freeman, Mrs. J. W. Hol- Vandiver, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
lingsworth, Mrs. Chas. J. Hub- Oliver and children, Florencebard, Mrs. L. C. Lisman, Mrs. and Billy, Mrs. Lucian Robinson
Arch Martin, Mrs. J. M. Tiche- and Mrs. Virgil Nuckols.
nor, Mrs.
U. Griffin, Mrs.
Drew Hubbard, Mrs. John McLin, Misses Helen and Jane Beck,
and Mrs. L. Rice and Mrs. Ile
Covell of Paducah.
The next meeting will be with
for
As•
Mrs. W. H. Beck, September 10.
• GOOD QUALITY
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Friendship
Friendship Homemakers held
their annual picnic at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Oliver.
The table was lighted by candlelight and a large white birthday cake with pink candles centered the table, in honor of Mr.
Oliver's birthday.
'Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Skees and children, Melvin and Charles, Mr. and Mrs.
Carter Adams and children,

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE
see

Henry & Henry
Tel. 96

Princeton, KY

Take itfrom a bus driver for
WESTERN WOW SIAG4

Handsome, dependab:e,
economical for homes
beyond the
$57.95
power lines. atonal._ ow
neautiful to look at with
its sleek modern design and
hand rubbed walnut cabinet.
Beautiful to bear - with
plenty of power and the
richness of G-E natural col-

or tone.

Economical to operate Battery pack rated at 1,000
hours gives almost a year of

average use.
* HE KNOWS
WHY BUS TRAVEL
IS YOUR BEST BUY

atoll
0-0

'Every Day Folks Tell Me...
"

that they enjoy riding on our modern buses because if
like having a luxurious car of their own, with their own
driver. I have driven for Western Kentucky Stages for II
years and I know there is another good reason why most
folks ride with us: there is no less expensive way to travel,
than with us. It is a fresh, clean ride, right from the heart of
town-or in front of your farm home-to your destination."

Dependable in use-Built
for trouble free service by
General Electric-leader in
radio, television and electronics.

,
f
7444444 410
1'
4°6 wv

is just

DAY IN-DAY OUT, ON TIME, IN COMFORT!
Sure, Mr. McNutt is proud of his cornpeny.
H. has • record of II years without • chargeable •ccid•nt. He, tile ell other Western Kentucky Stages mnployem, is just -honk• fontswho knows that no eapense is spared, no sittenSon oyerlook•d to gms you good bus sorvic•.

,
sempa•-•••"`'
as

•

41 •

Enjoy both standard broadcasts (540-17i0 kr.) and shortwave (5.8-18.3 MC.). - -Model 280.

$67.95

Princeton
lumber Co.
Phone 160

KEACHE'S in Hopkinsville

ANNOUNCEMENT

all we
yA.0°I
01
pot,*

Homemakers News Many Good. Returns
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Page Seven

... and will continue
°operate the business in the same location.
Mr. Orville Strong will assist me in the operation of the business and we cordially invite you
tO visit us for your needs in automobile accessores and other appliances.

HAROLD (Sam) McCONNELL

lo, spent the weekend as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon.
They were accompanied home
by Margaret Ruth Atkins, who
-pent last week with Miss Donna
Quertermous.
Rev. L. Layman, of Smiths'
First Presbyterian Church SunGrove, filled the pulpit of the
day morning, bringing the message, with his son, the Rev. Andrew Layman of New Jersey
having the devotional. Other
members of the Layman family
present were: Mrs. L. Layman,
Dr. Paul Layman and two children, of Parville, Mo. Rev. and
Mrs. Layman spent many years
here when he was serving as
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church. In their honor the
members of the church had picnic dinner on the church lawn
Sunday noon.
Mr. Howard Freeman, Detroit,
spent last week with his mother,
Mrs. Mat Freeman Sr.
_
Miss Carol Quertermous, Murray, is spending this week with
her father, J. R. Quertermous.
Dinner ,guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Paris, Sunday were: Rev.
and Mrs. Ray Wigginton, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mrs.
Essie Rucker and Steve and
David Wigginton.
Mrs. Duke Beavers, Detroit.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Malcom Blackburn, and
Mr.
Blackburn.

When Your
Back Hurts"
And Your Strength and
Energy I. Below Par
It may b• miummt by dieorder a kidney function that permit. polsonou•
mute to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, week sod rnieerable
when the kidneys fsil to remove yam.
•cida and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headache., diasinesa.
getting up nights, log pains, swelling.
Sometitnes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning Is another sign that •omething is wrong with
the kidneys or Medd.,
There •hould be no doubt that prompt
trestment Is wieer than neglect. Um
linen'. Pals. It is better to rely on •
medicine that ha. won countrywide approval than on something foes f•vormbly
known Dorm', hsve Men tried and tested many years. Are at ail drug store..

Get Doan* today.

•S

AUGUST SALE

•
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N
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Outstanding Values - - - Great Price
Reductions Throughout The Store
•

LIVING ROOM

BED ROOM

SECTIONAL SOFA
SECTIONAL SOFA
MAPLE SOFA AND CHAIR
2 pc. Living Room Suite in veleta('
Massive 2 pc Living Room Suite
Mohair Suite 2 pc., blue
2 pc. DeLuxe Modern In Frieze
Custom Bilt by Pullman in Mohair

..

WAS
$19830
229.50
98.95
129.95
149.95
179.95
279.95
395.00

NOW
$100.00
177.00
74.00
87.00
127.00
157.00
237.00
297.00

WAS
5 29.95
39.95
79.95
89.95
59.95
39•95

NOW
$ 24.00
32.00
67.00
67.00
47.00
27.00

a

WAS
Bed Room Suite, 4 pc. with poster bed
$129.95
Maple Bedroom Suite
119.95
Modern Walnut Suite, 4 pc.
199.95
Blonde Poster Bed Suit
249.95
4 pc. Blonde Suite
298.95
Modern Walnut, 5 pc. Suite
395.00
5 pc. Solid Maple Suite, Kling's Nationally
Advertised
350.00
Solid Mahogany, 5 pc. suite
450.00
Kindel Mahogany Bedroom Suite
625.00

NOW
$ 87.00
87.00
167.00
217.00
277.00
337.00
295.00
395.00
547.00

CHAIRS
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS, Fine Quality
Lovely Pull Up Chairs
Rock-a-Feller Platform Rockers
Duran Lounge Chairs (like leather)
Eolinge ('hair and Ottoman
Platform Rockers

FLOOR COVERINGS
ROOM SIZE WOOL RUGS 9x12, etc.
FREE Rug Cushion with each
BROADLOOM CARPET in 9 and 12 ft.
widths Reduced
FELT BASE by the yard-l0% reduction
INLAID LINOLEUM-Reduced 10%

$1.00 per yard

BEDDING
WAS
Sofa Bed Suites, 2 pc. Modern
$189.95
Studio Couch with wood arms
59.95
Studio Couch, pillow back
79.95
Hide-A-Bed Sofa, Rose
149.95
Studio Sofa, Lawson style
10.95
Four Poster Bed, Walnut
$6.95
Metal Bed, Single size .
14.95
Inner Spring Mattress
29.95
Famous Dreamland Inner Spring Mattress
and Box Spring complete
99.00
Karpen DeLuxe P11-0-Rest Inner Spring
Mattress and Box Spring
139.00
WAS

NOW
$147.00
42.00
57.00
117.00
147.00
22.00
10.00
19.00
89 90
119.00
NOW

KITCHEN PIECES
DINING ROOM
Mahagonv Dinette, Drop Leaf Extension.
Table and 4 Chairs
Solid Cherry Press
Mahogany Dining Suite, 9 pc.
9 pc. Duncan Phyfe Dining suite
Modern Walnut Dining Room Suite

9 92.75
150.00
8114.50
349.95
349415

$ 77.0
100.00
20.110
297.00
297.00

Perfection Oil Range
(5 burner built in oven)
Utility Cabinets, white-decorated
Kitchen Cabinet-Sellers DeLuxe
Oak Breakfast Set
5 pc. Breakfast Set
Sink Cabinet, stainless steel top

WAS

NOW

$109.95
21.95
89.95
49.95
59.95
200.00

$ 110.00
19.00
74.00
38.00
48.00
122.00

KEACH FURNITURE al

DOAN'S Pills

(Incorporated)

"The Big Store -9 Floors --- Keoch's Hat It"

1
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Speed Traps
State Auditor Wants To
Know Wher eMoney
For Fines Goes

"
crouir throughout this vicinity.
Several croPs of Burley are beBy Mrs. W. M. Cartv. ,t(ljt
ing cut.
Miss Willadean Cotton, of PinDavid Mitchell and Claud Robey Grove, recently visited Miss inson, of the Robinson Implement Co., %mere in Mayfield sevMary Lou White.

Radio programs from the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, scheduled to be heard dal
ly over WHAS at 12:45 p.m.'are
Aug. 23, Miss Lulie Logan,
"Fairs," Aug. 24, Grady Sellards,
"Saving Fall Pigs," Aug. 25, Robert 11. Ford, "Farm Newscast,"
Aug. 26, Dr. Static Erikson,
"Careers for Girls in Home Economics", and Aug. 27, "Questions
from Farm People." At 12:15 on
Aug. 28, Miss Ruth Boyden will
discuss "Types of Packages for
Freezing."

Friendship News

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Deboe
and children visited relatives in
Tennessee last Sunday.
Rev. V. H. Schorer and tinily, of Evansville, who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Adams the last two weeks, have
returned to their home.
Mesdames Floyd Hunter, Archie Hamby and Clarence Doss,
of Scottsburg, were guests of
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright Thursday
9/ternoon.
The series of meetings, which
have been in progress at the
Brush Arbor and conducted by
the Church of Christ, closed last
Thursday night with several additions to the church. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Stone and
little daughters, of Evansville,
have been visiting Mrs. Stone's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Adams.
VIEW OF DERBY DOWNS —
This was the scene during the
A pond digging crew, of Marparade of contestants preceding
the 11th running of the All- ion, has been doing a big busiAmerican Soap Box Derby
(Aug. 15) at Akron, Ohio. Thous- ness digging ponds in this
part
ands packed the area to be on
hand for the classic. (AP Wire
- of the county the last several
photo)
weeks. Several farmers have had
new ponds made, and several
in every way". Supporting Matmore are waiting.
lick are Governor Earle C. ClemRev. V. H. Schorer, of Evrnsents, chairman of the Fair ville, has recently closed a serBoard, J. R. Rash, president, and ies of meetings at Friendship
School. This meeting, of the As$50,000 In Premiums And all the staff members.
sembly of God, was well atIn
additi
on to increased prem- tende
$50,000 In Horse Show
d, and the fine sermons
iums, among many improveand music programs were very
Awards Listed
ments' to be noted at the 1948
much enjoyed. We hope to have
Louisville — The 1948 Ken- Kentucky
Fair, will be a mid- the Rev.
and Mrs. Schorer back
tucky State Fair, to be held way operated exclus
ively by lo- again soon.
in Louisville, ept. 12-18, pro- cal civic clubs, with all profits
Misses Nina and Nancy Adams
mises to be one of the bigges from concessions eoing to wor- have returned
home from a few
t thy
charit
ies; more emphasis on days'
and best in its 45-year histor
visit to relatives dn Evansy, youth and educationa
l
exhibi
ts,
according
ville, Ind.
to J. 0. Matlick, a
policy of utmost courtesy
manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Pool and
from all employes, and a deter"Many persons said the 1947
mother, "Aunt Cora" Pool and
mined effort to make patron
s' several
Kentucky State Fair was the
persons from Bainvisits to the Fair the highlight
best in history", Manager Matbridge Grove attended the Asof their year, both from a pleaslick says, "but a determined
sembly of God services by the
ure and profit standpoint.
Fair Board and an energetic
Rev. Schorer last Sunday night.
Approximately $ 50 ,0 0 0 in
Stetf of employes have been
Mr. and Mrs. Fenton Taylor
working diligently since the close premiums and sponsored prizes recently visited their son, Jack
are
offere
d
for
the
vario
us
com- Taylor, and family, in
of the 1947 Fair with only one
Evansthought in mind, to make the petitive exhibits and events, in- ville.
cluding ezhibits by 4-H Clubs.
1948 event bigger and better
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newson.
Future Farmers of America
and children, and uncles, Ed
county exhibits, livestock show,
and Mark Scott, went to Nashpoultry show, tobacco show,
ville Saturday night to see the
merchants and manufacturers
"Grand Ole Opry."
exhibit, farm machinery and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berkley,
other exhibits and events.
of Princeton, visited Mr. and
The Horse Show, under manMrs. Cordie Berkley last Sunagement of Thos. L. Clore, will
day.
offer another $50,000 In prizes
.
Mrs Algernon Newsom, who
Fvents will be held for saddle
has been in a St. Louis hospital
fine harness and roadster classe
s, the last several weeks, is expectequitation, hackneys and hared to return home within the
ness
show
ponies, walking next few days.
BITTER HMIS
horses, hunters and jumpers.
Wildfire is reported to be
Each day of the 1948 Kentucshowing up on some tobacco
ky State Fair features specia
l
The time to get insurance events and programs. Opening
with a parad Sunday, Sept.
12,
is before an accident other days ethrou
gh the week
happens. Are you com- will feature a State-wide beauty
contest, fiddlers' contest, Farm
pletely covered?
Buread Federation Day, barbe
r
shop quartette contest,
high
school band contest, baby health
/contest, soil conservation day
and other special days.
Agent
In addition to a great show
of
the State's progress in educa
Phone 81
tion, agriculture, industry, homemaking and conservation, officials promise visitors a variet
y
of ,entertainment in the way
of
mitt*Ayi attMactions, grandstand
kgipadrome acts.

Frankfort —State Auditor
Harry N. Jones intends to turn
his attention towards operation
of "speed traps" in several sections of Kentucky.
What interests Auditor Jones
is the fact of widespread complaints of speed traps conducted
by magistrates and constables
in different sections of the State. fines paid
over the last several
Inasmuch as fines collected from months. The
KIATA has urged
these sources belong entirely to its membe
rs to "look back over
the State, the Auditor wants to their recor
ds as far back as ten
know if all the funds have years" and
furnish the data
reached the State Treasury.
to it.
The Kentucky Motor TransThe data, in turn, will be support Association, an organization plied the
Auditor's office to deof truckers, has called on its termine
if the tunas reached
members to furnish details of the State
Treasury.

LATE SUMMER
NEEDS
HOME...

FARM...

National Canners
Presto Cookers

Tobacco Knives
Tobacco Spikes

Foley Food Mills

Pitch Forks

Cold Pack Canners

Barn Track

Thermos Jugs
Water Coolers

Hay Rope
Hay Forks

Ice Cream Freezers
Camp Stools

Galvanized Sprinklers

Fishing Tackle

Weed-No-More

Shotguns
.22 Rifles

Livestock Spray
50% DDT Powder

Gun Shells

Pestroy 25% DDT

Garbage Cans

Red Barn Paint

Trash Burners

Black Roof Paint

Screen Wire

Acme House Paint

Pressure Sprayers

When In Hopkinsville, Visit

Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinsvilie, Kentucky

Phone 332
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Better State Fair
Promised Patrons

ladevtagee

HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)

eral nights ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Adams ac
comp/oiled by their visitors, the
Rev. and Mrs. Schorer, went to
Human h.,Nashville last Friday to consult in
Pale5t111,
an eye specialist for Mr. Adams, back
at least tooi

,ASK FOR NOCTURNE,
the

micco
s
oe
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.
furnished in good •
taste
H club departm
its usual display

enchanting new

shade in

Humming Bit,*

the most•osked•for

15 Denier
30 Denier
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You're envied
mend Glorious n
and records. It
realism! Lovely
grained mahogan
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Princet

Mark Cunningham

minory
DAZZLE TOP ...
RIPPLE DRAPE
FOR
HALF SIZES

Among the Japanese, eel meat
has been regarded as a
tonic
against summer lassitude.
The eel is one of the favori
te
kinds of edible fish eaten
in
Western Europe.

TAX
AUG.

letensationel Trod., ore ipec10.
1 right, DA right and
serviced right! The
popular model KB-7 internat
ional truciptroctor shown
above Is the Standard
of the Highway.

Biggest and most
powerful of International
Crawler Tractors Is the 18-4.., 180
h.p. model TD 24 . . .
newest member
of omighty Diesel
lineup. In fields and grov.,
farmers rely
on other Internationals
in the full crawler line
for ready
adoptability and low-cost
performance

"Empire
Wreath"

"Empire Wreath"
A quarter of a century
ogo, 00 .091....'. idea .
today, a reente r a gr..
0/1-linnaose tractors with matched
of Bra
menhir*. far every size farm
cosidHlion. That's the Fennell
every crop and sail
System! Above. formal! C
with TOUC114-0014T110
1..

Two Interinatlonol Harvest
er frees..-- ond 11 cu.
ft.
shoss—bring the year -Ord/rld.
or band convenience of
home food. to large and
email families alike. Coming
soon New 111 houitehoid
refirieerater.

Princeton Implement Co.

MADISONVILLE ST

PHONE 7S
HEADQUARTERS FOR INTERNATI
ONAL HARVESTER PRODUCTS

A border of bold striking iPEMIell.
Ensembles with the new bold colorful dinnerware designs, or matches
th• simple con•entionals. A
'Sharpe" autIsentle. Ras the feel
of • dressed-up party. Made la all
essential pieces.
Pried $1.35 each. Plates
slightly
higher.

A best-occasion dress,
slend•r, grac•fol,
lighted with noilheadbright embroidery fin*
rayon crepe in Caribbean Inea, Grey smote,
Cherry Brandy, Bloat
and Mink Brown. Sizes
.14% to 24%.

$16.95

It shall
appear at
payers are
cording to
"It shal
having an
well Coun
sioner begi

GORDON CAYCE
HOPKINSVILLE

Tax

August 19, 1948

e To Have
fOibits
par exhibits of the Col'Apiculture and Home
University of- Keno be houeed in the
where exbeen made for a
of years. Robert, H. Ford
in charge
th will stress the value
ind better grass in raisesttle, sheep, hogs and
snd in dairying. Includbe the relation of fertility
production, and methods
rving and improving the
neering exhibit will
, use of hay driers,
.; hay into silage, as
producing more and
Hart of the dbllege's
show proper use of
atrol weeds and in-
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Catalogs Out For
Robinson Festival
The catalog ot the 111th annual
harvest festival at the Robinson
Experiment Substation at Quicksand, Breathitt county, Sept. 2324, contains a long Hat if cash
prises for exhibitors.
Departments incluee field
crops, hogs, cattle, poultry, home
and commercial orchards, potatoes, tobacco, garden products and
flowers, foods, canned goods,
clothing, rugs, home furnishings
and handicraft.
On the first day there will be
tours of the experimental farm
to see the ,Trlps, orchards, dairy
and livesto?.k. Contests will in
elude horse-shoe pitching for men
and rollind-pin throwing for
women.
A parade and other 4-H club
activities will make up the program the second day. Included
will be singing and folk games
far boys and girls.
This fair and festival for ali
Eastern Kentucky will celebrate
another good crop year. Exhibits
are usually made from 25 to 30
counties, and attendance represents a wide area.

t will picture the
hich wildfire disease
0 tobacco crop.
eggs increase poulwill be featured in ned fruits, vegetables and meats,
Khibit of the poultry baked foods, clothing and room
ag section of the col- furnishings.
Tie economics exhibit,
.hed in good taste and
,T will be contrasted.
tila department will
.aal display of can-

LINDA JANE BECOMES NURSE FOR BROTI
--Snag&
toothed, pig-tailed Linda Jane Blanchard, 7 (left)
sa real
talent for nursing aS she cares for her six-year-old brother Tommy
in a hospital at Atlanta, Ga. Hospital authorities were dubious at
first, but threw away the rule book to let her be a real life nurse.
Tommy is suffering from a serious kidney ailment and doctors have
suggested that someone stay with him at all times, mostly to keep
him from fretting. (AP Wirephoto)

9 Bo Finds Tackle For

The angler fish has a stiff rod
behind its mouth on which dangles what looks like fresh meat.
When a small fish tries to eat
the "bait" he himself is eaten.
Taking advantage of the final
month for easy reinstatement of
National Service Life Insurance,
which ended July 31, approxi-

Here's General Electric's
deluxe radio-phonograph
* 6 band radio-AM, 3 short ways
spread bands,
both FM bands
* Sure-action record
changer
* Storage for 150
records
*Natural color tone
*12" Dynapower
speaker
*Push-button
tuning

You're entied when you own this superb instrument. Glorious natural color ton* from both radio
and records. It reproduces with "concert hall"
realism! Lovely Chippendale cabinet of richly.
pined mahogany! Come see it and hear idi

mately 3,000 World War II veterans in Kentucky reinstated $18
million for a record-breaking
month.
Although the easy reinstatement period is over for most
veterans, those whose insurance
has lapsed less than theree
months still can reinstate with‘,ut a physical examination, provided their health is as good as
when -their insurance lapsed.
VA insurance official, said
most veterans now must pass a
physical examination to reinstate either term or premanent
plans of insurance.
• • •
Veterans Administration today
urged veterans who plan to attend college for the first time
this fall under the G. I. Bill to
apply immediately for their certificates of eligibility.
A veteran may obtain an application form for education or
training by writing or visiting
any VA regional or sub-regional
office.
VA explained that when a
school accepts a certificate of
eligibility and forwsirds it to
VA, it becomes the basis for
payment of the veteran's tuition,
fees and supplies to the school
and the subsistence allowance

Fifty-three
counties having
about 27,000 members of 4-H
clubs have been invited to take
art in the 4-H Club District
Fair at Lexington Sept. 1-2,
Fayette county Future Farmers
,T1so will participate.
Complete departments have
been provided for showing hogs,
beef and dairy cattle, sheep,
chickens, corn and other crops,
vegetables, tobacco, canned and
baked foods, clothing and room
furnishings,
The dairy cattle show is always
a feature of this youth fair, more
than 100 head being sent from
dozen counties.
Other features will include style
shows, demonstrations, stock
judging and educational and recreational events.
The fair is sponsored by the
Fayette County 4-H Leaders
Council, Fayette county chapters
of Future Farmers, the Lexington Board of Commerce and the
Man o' War Post of the American Legion.

August Is Time
To Sow Alfalfa

Sowing 10 to 12 pounds of alfalfa seed to the acre is recommended by the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky. Higher
rates are often used, but more
than 15 pounds is more than necessary if seeding conditions are
right.
Alfalfa may be seeded through
August, or even later under certain conditions. When seeded in
September it should be sown
with small grain.
Proper condition of the seedbed
to the veteran.
is important, the college points
World War II veterans with out. It should be firm, and yet1
90 days of active service and a the surface should permit shallow
discharge other than dishonor- covering of the seed.
able are eligible to apply for ed 'ucation and training under the
Heap seedless grapes in the
G. I. Bill. Those with less than hollow of a pear half and serve
90 days of service are eligible if with salad greens and cream
they were discharged for a ser- 'cheese for refreshing summer
vice-incurred disability.
dessert.
• • •
For sealing important letters,
Fresh apricots add a delicious
dry a dab of thick nail polish in note to fruit salads. They may
place of sealing wax. It adheres be halved and each hollow stufas well as wax and doesnt have fed with a nutted cream cheese
to be warmed in a flame.
ball.
Detroit —AP-- Bo McMillin,
new coach of the Detroit Lions
of the National Football League,
flashed one of the collo uialisms that helped make him famous when he met Lion Tackle
Paul Briggs.
"That fellow is big enough to
hunt bear with a switch", said
Bo. Briggs, who played for the
University of Colorado, stands
six feet, four and a half and
weight 264 pounds.

Would you like a good paying job in a big manufacturing plant
located within driving distance of your home? A large, nationally
known concern wants to build such a plant right in this area if a
sufficient number of workers are available!

You can help bring this modern plant with its hundreds of good jobs
and big payroll to this area by signing up in the labor survey now
being made through the State Employment Service. This is your
opportunity to get one of the high paying jobs a big industrial plant
You do not bind yourself in any way by registering for

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. TaxPayers are governed by the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute,Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the Tax Commissioner beginning August 2and have same listed."

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
fashion pair advertised in Harper's Saner.
Gray, groin, rust skirt with checked cottost

EDDYVILLE
STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
LYON COUNTY COURT HOUSE

This Advertisement Paid For BY
CALDWELL COUNTY CITIZENS COMMITTEE
Princeton, Kentucky

Thursda
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raises Dobbs

Tilt

Hurls Perfect
Began At End
1lot Spi togs, Ark, Al' /Chive Washington, D. C., AP--Sammy
4ageles, AP- --It didn't
o ,White Sox farm directors are Baugh, regarded by most as the
mmy Phelan, new head
take,
*taking big plans for Dick greatest passer in football hiscoach of the Los Angeles Dons
his grid career as
Strahs, young hurler for the Hot tory, began
of the All-America pro Football
an end. When the ace pitcher of
C
Class
the
Spring Bathers of
the Washington Redskins of the
Conference, long to decide he
States League, since National Football League was in
had quite a ball player in tail- Cotton
back Glenn Dobbs. Phelan says Strahs notched a perfect game high school in Temple, Tex., he
"Dobbs is the greatest all- against Pine Bluff recently. In threw the leather back to the
around football player I have not permitting a man to reach passers with so much accuracy
ever coached or seen." The loop's first base, Strolls struck out and speed than they threw to
him that his coach shifted him
most valuable player in 1946
seven batters.
to backfield, where he's rewith the Brooklyn Dodgers,
Dobbs had a poor '47 season be- tional Football League in 1937, mained.
cause his triple-threat ability the Redskins have had one or
When hatched, young penwas wasted in the T formation. more ex-Notre Dame players on
This season the Dons have re- their roster every year expect guins are covered thickly with
is replaced by
turned to the single wing.
1944, when Wayne Millner, the down, which later
brilliant end, was in the Navy. feathers.
Present ex-Notre Darner on the
Bring Irish To Capital
Emperoor penguins weigh up
the six
Washington, D. C., AP—Ever squad is John Adams,
2 feet
/
70 pounds and stand 31
to
Millner
tackle.
inch
seven
foot,
since they began representing
high.
coach.
the nation's capital in the Na- now is tribe end
us

NOTICE TO VOTERS
Registration Books in the County Court Clerk's Office are now
open. All voters are urped to check with the registration eecords
in the County Clerk's office to ascertain whether or not they are
legally qualified to vote in the General Election to be held November 2nd, 1948.
All persons who are 21 years of age or will become 21 years of
age on or before November 2, 1948, and have not previously
registered.
All persons who have previously registered and have moved into
another precinct should register in the precinct in which they now
live.
All persons who have previously registered and have changed
their name by marriage.
Registration Books will remain open thru September 2, 1948, and
should any voter desire, we will gladly check the registration
records with you to ascertain whether you are legally registered
to vote.

PHILLIP STEVENS,
County Court Clerk.

The Coffee With the Wonderful Flavor
lb. 39c, 3 lbs. $1.12
NAVY, choice hand picked

Blue Black, 3 OZ. bottle

each

QQ. each

Sturdl,

each

each

5f

3 for

DIAMOND

nine bleb, doz. 15

QUEEN ANNE

8 oz.

Armour. 12

or. can 40

SCOTT COUNTY

14 oz. bot.

PEPPERY HOT

pure, qt. jar

Shufeldt,.stufied, 2 oz. jar

Dixie, pkg. 9(

Beans
Crayolas
Lark Pencils
School Tablets
Fillers
Mucilage
Tablets
Charcoal
Paper Napkins
Tuna Fish
Pork & Beans
PtcTckle7D, fancy
Freezing Salt
Sardines
woo.,
Forks & Spoons

5 lb. bag 19f

BATTERIES
With a written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
our price. Hodge Motor and PIANOS — RADI•se — ORGANS
t Company. Phone
— SOLOVOX. Top quality,
Frankt”rt, Aug. 17 — The Implemen
tfc
bottom price. DYZ PIANO CO.,
87.
Kentucky Traffic Safety Asso409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Cen216
Davis,
52tp
ciation set in motion its 1948- See Mrs. Dale
Ph. 652-M.
ter street, for slightly used
49 safety promotion campaign
on
Princehouse
Heatrola coal heater.
FOR SALE: 3-room
here this week with the selecSandlick
ltp
on
land
of
acres
Ky.
e
ton,
2
/
21
a
State-wid
for
date
a
tion of
road about 1 mile from Princeconference on highway safety.
FARM FOR SALE: Sam Stewart
ton. Electricity and plenty of
The association, meeting with
—
acres
110
farm of appfox.
good water. See Elbert Paris.
Gov. Earle C. Clements' 10-man
on
Princeton
2 miles
1
located 1 /
ltp
Coordinating Comm it tee on
old Fredonia Rd. Electricity—
Highway Safety, selected NoSEAT COVERS
plenty water—farm home -vember 9, for the conference
stock and tobacco barns, other Guraanteed not to rip or fade
held
be
will
probably
which
For your car or truck. Instalout buildings, orchard, timber.
at Louisville. Also attending
by experts at no extra
to Paul E. Stewart,
lation
bids
Mail
reprewere approximately 150
Motor and ImplePaducah, Ky.
Hodge
602,
cost.
Box
PO
sentatives of civic and highto reject any
. Phone 87. tte
company
reserved
ment
Rights
way users groups interested in
tfc
bids.
all
or
safety promotion.
FOR SALE: 45 acres of land. 3
Don Hill, Chicago, represen- LOST: Black leather billfold in
room house with full basetative of the National Safety
ment, corn crop, team and
business district of Princeton
Council, recommended the assotools, two miles from PrinceA reward will be given if
ciation work toward an annual
ton on Dawsim Road Olonzo
billfold is returned. Mrs. Alsafety conference as an effective
ice Egbert, Dawson Springs,
ltp
means of decreasing Kentucky's
Rt. No. 3.
highway death toll.
TIRES
"It has been definitely escar
tablished that highway deaths With a written guarantee for
our price
Get
tractor.
or
truck
having
states
in
g
decreasin
are
What to do for Woman's oldest
Hodge Motor and Implement problem, functional monthly pain?
an organized safety program,"
tfc
87.
Phone
.
y
Company
"Kentuck
Hill told the group.
Many a girl and woman has found
2-way help.
needs a permanently organized
and buggy for sale. the answer In CAILDUY8
bed
Baby
You see, Cumin may make things
State Safety Council, financed
S. Seminary or
325
at
Call
Iota miler for you in either of two
by an annual budget of at least
783-J.
ways: (1) started 3 days before
$50,000."
and taken as directed
The association nominated a FOR SALE: 100 acres land; two "your time"
on the label, it should help relieve
which
road;
directors
hard
on
of
new board
milek from town
functional periodic pain; t2) taken
will meet soon to elect new offi30 acres timber balance. Pas- throughout the month like a tonic,
plans
cers and formulate definite
ture and crop land will grow ft should improve your appetite, aid
for the November conference.
alfalfa; priced to sell. Terms. digestion, and thus help build up
The new board is composed
The United Farm Agency, lo- resistance for the trying days to
of A. R. Steel, Paducah; Stancated in K. C. Morsse's Gro- come. Csiarri is scientifically pre2tp pared and scientifically tested. If
ley Hoffman, Henderson; John
ceryy.
you suffer "at thoso certain Unice;
H. Cox, Madisonville; Mayor F.
fur get CARDUI today.
E. Lacky, Hopkinsville; Phillip Light grey all wool squirrel
trim coat size 14, worn only
Arnold, Frankfort; Verne Bidone season; also fur coat,
well, Owensboro; E. L. Kerbey,
muskrat, size 12 coat at 325
Glasgow; Paul Dexheimer, Somltc
S. Seminary or 738-J.
erset; Stephen L. Meyer, Louisville; B. A. Thomas, ShelbyKennedy and Stallins — Electville; John H. •Klette. Covingrical contractors; REA wiring
ton; J. E. Butler, Stearns; J. J.
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
CaP.
W.
Dr.
Morgan, Hazard;
tfc
Phone 365-J or 541-W.
Justice,'
Zac
wood, Harlan; and
,
Jikeville, all newly appointed FOR SALE: Circulating heater;
and the following holdovers:
heats 6 rooms; good as new,
Claude P. Freeman, Fulton;
Dewey Pool, Dawson Road.
1 tc
Sheridan C. Barnes, ElizabethTel. 3603.
town; S. R. Demaree, BardsSAVE MONEY
town; R. F. Stout, Carrollton:
John Renaker, Dry Ridge; Guy Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
Huguelet, Lexington; P. D
Avant, Danville; Maunike D, Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton LiveAitkin, Flemingsburg, Pa u
Blazer, Ashland; Harry E. La-i stock Market Monday were fully 50 cents higher than last
week and active at the advance,
it was reported by Brad Lacey,
A PARTIAL LIST OF
manager. A total of 995 head
was sold. Baby beeves topped at
$32; No. 1 veals, $32.50 and
hogs, $29.75.

Ne. 8, pkg.81(

QQ, each

LOOSE LEAF

ruled and unruled, each 5(

1 1 2 oz. bot.4

PRIMARY, ROYAL

wide rule, each 5(
5 lb. bag 35(

SWAN

80 to pkg.

7(

SUNSET, grated, light meat

SARATOGA, large

21 oz. can

sweet
16 oz. jar

39
15(
32(
1Qc
33(

4 lb. box

JONESPORT, In mustard sauce

Cantalopes
Onions Yellow

lb. 6( Watermelons
lb 13( Lemons O size

A Tree In The Meadow
(Marg Whiting)
Bugs Bunny And The Tortoise
(Record Reader)
Hair Of Gold
Write Me A Letter
Send For Me, If You Need Me
Crazy Boogie
(Merle Travis)
St. Louis Blues March
September Song
Cool Water
Blue Shadows On The Trail
(Vaughn Monroe)
Sneakin' Out
You Cann Every Body DarlIn'
(Al Trace)
(In Rear of Woodall's Office
On Main St.)
COME IN AND HEAR THE
LATEST

The French made their final
stand against the English on the
American continent in 1760 a'
Chimney Island, Ontario.
Viers, Paintsville; Boyd McCarty, Mt. Sterling; W. D. Black,
Richmond, and William R. Lundy, Pineville.
Presiding at the meeting were
Lieutenant Governor Lawrence
W. Wetherby, chairman of the
governor's committee, and Paul
Blazer, vice president of the
KISA.
Other members of the governor's committee present were
Sam B. Taylor, representing Superintendent of Public Instruction Boswell B. Hodgkin; Highway Commissioner Garrett I..
Withers; Health Commissioner
Bruce Underwood; State Police
Commissioner Guthrie P. Crowe,
Insurance Commissioner Cad P.
Thurman; Highway Department
Director of Safety T. B. Smith;
rmd John Talbott, representing
Attorney General A. E. Funk.

pkg 10(

picnic

281b. ay.

Regular Meeting of
The American Legion

h

Pk Franks

33(
do..35'
lb.

lb.

391t

Red Front Stores I
YOUR M )NI Y ALL THE TIME

CENTRAL RADIO SERVICE

('. A. 1101,55,
Owner.

.
' Princeton, K.

for FORE SUER Q114
1111
•LOWERS HIGH CAR
• TAKES OUT STRUT
• NO DANGER OF FIRE •LESS TROUBLE.
•LESS COST •
• LEAVES NO ODOR
•CURES TOBACCO QUICKER
Ill,
• 'muse higher market prices lot yaw crop Bring out if,, imeit
rgI nght Yea be sure when you
vor tObetc0 b y cuin
I I

• FENGISANI
IIV
I I

RATLIFF HDWE., Princeton
YOUNG HDWE. & IMPL., Fredonk

QUALITY

That's why we never sacrifice qualify.
Have your doctor leave your perscriptions with us.
WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER

126,172

WHO FILLS
YOUR
PRESCRIPTIC)NIS?
Corner Drug Store

,* SICKROOM
- SUPPLIES
Buy your sickroom supplies where rou
have your prescriptions fillecl.We carry
a complete stock of quality tnerchan.
dime at reasonable prices. Your or,:er
will receive the prompt service th;.:. s
prescription receives. Try us.
Ws we Mord Preto-Was. Cliernic s!.

Princeton, Ky.

Telephone 1

We Deliver

"It's Time"
We have the right Equipment - Experienced Men - Best
dependable
Quality Products - Everything to give you prompt and

SEE US FOR
• Tune Motor

• Adjust Brakes

• Change Oil

• Drain and Flush Radiator
• Vacuum Clean Upholstery

• Change Grease in Transmission and Differential

AT

The American Legion Home
(Formerly Kentucky Inn)

Eddyville Road
All Members Are Invitod -
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Driving....

Thursday Night,
Aug. 19th
7:30 O'Clock

ens Urged
elp Expedi
Assessmen

To Get Your Car
Ready For Fall

• Check Tires

Listen to "Bing Sings" Doily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
WVJS 6 P. M.

MORE FOR

Located on E. Main St., near VFW post
Open 'til 8 P. M. daily except Sunday
We buy, sell or trade

service.

WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS

Bologna

2-Hour Service on small radios - all makh
radios - phonographs and P. A. systems repo'
Our guarantee backed by 15 years of depe
ble service.

Attention, Veterans!

15 oz. can

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
ts a

Received This Week
PRINCETON MUSIC CO.

2 for

can

19

on( C Rawleigt .
091-18o,

RADIO

RECORDS
by

No.

Int

Is The Power Of The Drug

LOVING CUP COFFEE
5 lb.

To Reduce Traffic Accidents
To Formulate StateWide Campaign

Organization

Au

your
and accessories for
RAWLEIG11,
WRNATD
Chrysler built automobiles and MEN
OPEN for
NOW
S
ImBUSINES
and
trucks. Hodge Motor
FOR SALE----'
White
man or woman in Princeton
Cit,t,„,
plement Company. Phone 87
and 6 pigs Orvili,.
tic
Trade well established. Ex11
at
Write
ty.
insville Rea —me I
cellent opportuni
Frig-foot
2
/
FOR SALE: Used 51
idaire electric refrigerator, like
new. Also 6-foot deep freeze,
in'Use one year. Feagan's Super Market, Fredonia. Phone
tfc
37-J

We Know That

Respectfully yours,

bag 69(
Beans
83(
Ink
Sf .
Custom Pencils
Water Color Sets.c.e,ea.24
5'
Note Books
Note Book Binders 21(
Composition Book
lk
Card Erasers
Paper Plates
iar 21(
Mayonnaise
Treet
15(
Tomato Catsup
15
Mustard
223(
Olives
Paper Cups

1938
FOR SALF Olt TRADE.
Barley Davidson motorcycle,
good condition. Trade for car
or livestock. See or call
Charles Glenn. Call 6904 Hp

I.hiv

Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way help

PERSONS WHO SHOULD REGISTER

Pinto, choice hand picked

Classified Ads

Highway Safety
Conference Will
Be Held Nov. 9

lip

Villa:0km, 14,..y

• Check Battery
• Wasf and Polish

• Check Radio

II
ho
Idin

'

of State
Bruce U
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tt')St-final
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•Icd that
Fit on
Wiled
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final
Plan f
$500,

• Check Steering

' Und
•,1 will

• Criss-Cross Tires
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State. /
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• Check Fan Belt

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
Phone 242

definite

